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My submission is going to be relatively short, on account of not having the available
time to read the entire AGL proposal and construct a response to the degree I would
like. Being stuck in a stage 4 lockdown with young children and no childcare, two
businesses we are struggling to manage (one almost entirely shut down) will do that
to you. But it goes to demonstrate the abuse of power that AGL and authorities
responsible for the process have. They had years and virtually infinite resources to
put their case forward, and the public get no consideration for the unforeseen even
more difficult circumstances we find ourselves in. Westernport bay should be
treasured not exploited for short sighted commercial gain. The limited public Areas
we have access to that aren’t already subject to port use are in jeopardy due to agl
facilities taking over. Nature reserves that are too sacred to allow recreational or
residential access, given world class status are suddenly fine to be destroyed? AGL
should Not be allowed to undertake this project when there are better suited sites
elsewhere and they should be offering far more by way of how they plan to enrich
other areas and aspects of the bay for local residents and tourists if they did win this
unfair fight. I find this proposal sad and disappointing as it will ruin the character of
the area and remove a beautiful place where we often come to spend time with our
family. A right we should have for as long as we choose to live in this area.
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I want to express my deepest regard for Westernport, a respected home for many....
I've lost faith in a system that more often than not operates on behalf of business
rather than community and environmental outcomes and their longevity. I haven't
the time to state the many implications of the proposed AGLs gas terminal when it
seems to fall on deaf ears. I believe there is enough already been said of why AGL
plans should not get the go ahead, how many times must it be spoken? One day
(soon) decision makers might begin to look at the larger picture in which ulimatley
includes them. AGL claim they want to move into renewables within the next 30
years by continuing to do what they do; which is like saying "I'm going to give up
drinking" by drinking! Old habits die hard! We simply don't have luxury of time or
more importantly can not afford to destroy more of what we strive to protect, there
is a contradiction in AGLs position. Change comes faster when we work together for
a common goal not stand divided; focusing on renewable energy. Westerport has
high density living which it already has to cope with. It's a delicate but functioning
ecosystem which keeps everyone healthy because it's healthy. Lets keep it that way.
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Offshore & Specialist Ships Australia Ltd
16th August 2020

AGL - Crib Point Enquiry
I am writing on behalf of Offshore & Specialist Ships Australia Ltd. We are supportive in principle of the AGL proposal noting:
Victoria is in need of gas and this is a logical way to fulfil the gap.
Using a ship as a gas storage facility at a previously designated oil tanker berth is
sensible. Westernport/Hastings was servicing tankers continuously since 1963 until
it closed down in 1985. During this time there were no serious accidents or environmental damage. The berth will need to be upgraded taking into account all environmental impact standards under both Victorian and Commonwealth legislation which
AGL have undertaken to do.
Crib Point is critical infrastructure which was constructed for use by the petroleum
industry and has been under utilised for the last two decades. This will return the facility to productive use.
Ship services, not just the ship to shore interface, but further inland - food supply,
repairs, crew repatriation etc will provide significant local employment.
Additionally we would like to make the following points in regard to the storage vessel (FSRU) to be used.
1. The ship must be crewed and maintained as ‘sea ready” at all times.
2. The ship must maintain full compliance with all of the stated Regulatory and
statutory requirements.
3. The crew MUST be Australian permanent residents who hold the necessary
certificate endorsements for this class of vessel.
4. Should the vessel be Foreign registered there may be requirements for certain
key positions to be filled by National Flag passport holders. Should this be the
case then AGL must ensure the vessel owner/operator provide the appropriate
training and sea service in order to obtain such endorsements as required by
the vessel classification. Such undertaking to train Australian officers must take
place within 12 months.
5. The company must ensure that they instigate a training arrangement to employ
and sponsor at least 4 cadets or trainees ( 2 deck and 2 engine) per year. Arrangements for cadets/trainees obtaining the required structured sea service
should be put into place by the vessel owner/operator.
6. First opportunity for employment should go to local youth with the required aptitude and course prerequisite qualifications and then to wider Victoria.
Website: ossa.org.au

Offshore & Specialist Ships Australia Ltd
7. Similarly any Towage contractors AGL engage must provide employment opportunity for local youth with the required aptitude and course prerequisite qualifications.
8. AGL should work with others to provide an awareness of maritime careers and
career paths within the local area.
9. AGL must ensure that no chemicals harmful to the environment are ever released into the ocean. Ship and shore personnel must be trained and annually
refreshed on this and other safety issues.

Ross Brewer
Chairman

Website: ossa.org.au
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Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project
Environmental Effects Statement

Submission – Mr Bruce Missen
Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission.
Anthropogenic climate change is a major issue facing Victoria, Australia and the world. Its impacts will
increase over time, especially if humanity fails to mitigate emissions of the gases that cause it. In my
submission I want to concentrate on this issue and why it is poor policy to build additional fossil fuel
infrastructure.
AGL’s own website says:

“We heard you loud and clear, Australia – a sustainable future matters to you.
And it matters to us, too.
It’s why we’ve been busy making some of the biggest investments in
renewables across Australia. Like investing in local wind and solar farms and
battery technology.”
This submission agrees. The time has come for AGL to live up to this promise, move away from natural
gas and towards the future – renewables.

1. Climate Change Impacts on Australia
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5)1 identified the
following eight significant threats to Australia from climate change (IPCC threats in italics; my comments
in normal text):
•

•

•

1

Significant change in composition and structure of coral reef systems. The summer of 2019-20 saw
the third major bleaching event of the Great Barrier Reef in the past five summers. No bleaching
had been observed prior to the 1990s.
Loss of montane ecosystems and some native species. Species that live at high altitudes have few,
if any, options to migrate when conditions change. Warmer, drier conditions advantage invasive
species. Loss of snow cover also has a detrimental economic effect on alpine tourism.
Increased flood damage to infrastructure and settlements. Serious riverine flooding occurred in
eastern Australia in 2010/11. Flooding may also be caused by increased sea levels.

IPCC, 2014: Climate Change 2014: Impacts, Adaptation, and Vulnerability. Part B: Regional Aspects. Contribution of
Working Group II to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [Barros, V.R.,
C.B. Field, D.J. Dokken, M.D. Mastrandrea, K.J. Mach, T.E. Bilir, M. Chatterjee, K.L. Ebi, Y.O. Estrada, R.C. Genova, B.
Girma, E.S. Kissel, A.N. Levy, S. MacCracken, P.R. Mastrandrea, and L.L.White (eds.)]. Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, United Kingdom and New York, NY, USA, pp. 688.

•

•

•

•

•

Constraints on water resources in southern Australia. Increased likelihood of drought will reduce
the volume of water available for urban, industrial and agricultural use, and increase competition
for access. There have already been two major droughts this century.
Increased morbidity, mortality and infrastructure damages during heat waves. Heat waves cause
more fatalities in Australia than any other type of natural disaster or weather condition. Increased
severity and length of heatwaves will, despite efforts at amelioration2, be likely to cause increased
injury and death.
Increased damages to ecosystems and settlements, economic losses, and risks to human life from
wildfires. The fires of 2019-20 caused massive destruction of wildlife and habitat, human lives and
assets, put emergency services personnel at risk, and terrified many residents of the affected
areas.
Increased risks to coastal infrastructure and low-lying ecosystems. Recent storms off the coast of
NSW led to the destruction of several houses built on sand dunes and threatened several more.
Although sea level rise is currently less than 2mm per annum, its impact is seen most readily when
storm surges occur. Sea incursion is also occurring near Inverloch and Cape Paterson in South
Gippsland and along the Great Ocean Road.
Significant reduction in agricultural production in the Murray-Darling Basin and far southeastern
and southwestern Australia if scenarios of severe drying are realised. I have already mentioned
this century’s droughts. Increased average temperatures also lead to increased evaporation of
moisture from soils making agriculture more marginal.

There is considerable evidence that these problems, projected in the IPCC’s 2014 Report, are already
occurring in Australia3. Many of them affect Victoria4.

2. Climate Change Causes and Natural Gas
Atmospheric gases with the ability to absorb and re-emit infrared radiation trap heat and lead to warming
of the atmosphere and the surface of the earth. All gases that have at least two constituent elements,
such as water (H2O) and carbon dioxide (CO2), and all those with three or more atoms, such as ozone (O3),
have this property. Life on Earth would probably not exist were it not for this “greenhouse effect” because
it enables liquid water, not ice, to exist on much of the Earth’s surface. These gases are known as
“Greenhouse Gases” (GHGs).
In simple terms, increasing the amount of GHGs in the atmosphere increases the amount of heat trapped,
hence increasing the average temperature of the Earth’s surface and atmosphere. Since the Industrial
Revolution, humanity has been doing just that. The burning of coal, oil and natural gas and certain
2

Many local governments have “Heatwave Plans” which might include actions such as extending the hours of airconditioned Council facilities like libraries, extended hours for swimming pools, and contacting vulnerable people to
ensure they are safe and maintaining hydration.
3
Stuart-Smith, R.D., Brown, C.J., Ceccarelli, D.M. et al. Ecosystem restructuring along the Great Barrier Reef following
mass coral bleaching. Nature 560, 92–96 (2018). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-018-0359-9;
Hochman, Z, Gobbett, DL & Horan, H 2017, 'Climate trends account for stalled wheat yields in Australia since
1990', Global Change Biology, vol. 23, pp. 2071–81, doi: 10.1111/gcb.13604.
4
https://www.unenvironment.org/news-and-stories/story/ten-impacts-australian-bushfires Accessed: 15 August
2020;
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-04-30/inverloch-loses-33-metres-of-beachfront-to-erosion/11054240
Accessed: 15 August 2020

industrial processes, including cement making, increase the amount of GHGs in the atmosphere. The most
significant increase is in the amount of CO2 but increases in other GHGs are also important. In regard to
this project, the contribution of methane (CH4) is particularly important.
Scientists have known, by direct measurement, for some time that there is more CH4 in the atmosphere
than is accounted for in national GHG accounts. Only in recent times has it been shown that the amount
unaccounted for is coming from fugitive emissions - accidental releases and leaks at natural gas extraction
sites5. CH4 is a more powerful GHG than CO26 and the amount of it in the atmosphere needs to be
controlled if we wish to mitigate climate change.
A decade ago, natural gas, the main constituent of which is CH4, was seen as a transition fuel; a fossil fuel
with lower emissions for the same amount of energy produced as coal. This position is no longer tenable.
With its fugitive emissions taken into account, gas is just as bad as coal from a GHG emission point of view.
The world needs to be reducing use of natural gas just as much as it needs to be reducing use of coal and
oil.

3. Covid-19 Economic Recovery and Climate Change
The Australian economy is currently in recession. Lockdowns and restrictions have meant that many
businesses have had to close or reduce activity. Many Australians and Victorians have lost their jobs and
unemployment is at a level not seen for 30 years. There is an understandable temptation for governments
to approve any and all projects in the hope that unemployment can be reduced.
As shown in Section 1, climate change is already having a detrimental effect on the Australian economy.
Degradation of the Great Barrier Reef and loss of snow cover will result in less tourism. Drought and
heatwaves reduce agricultural output. Natural disasters, like floods and bushfires disrupt economic
activity in the areas where they occur. Bushfires and flooding, whether riverine or marine, destroy
infrastructure and other assets.
Increasing amounts of GHGs in the atmosphere will drive increased climate change. Increased climate
change will cause increased natural disasters, such as bushfires, and cumulative effects, such as sea level
rise. These in turn will cause further economic damage.
Australia and its states, including Victoria, will have high levels of debt coming out of the Covid-19 crisis.
There will be less financial capacity for Australia to cope with economic shocks from climate change
impacts in the future. It is vitally important that Australian governments and companies use money
available during the Covid-19 recovery on projects that mitigate climate change, not projects that add to
its impact. To do otherwise may increase jobs in the short-term but will have a negative effect in the
medium- to long-term.

Hmiel, B., Petrenko, V.V., Dyonisius, M.N. et al. Preindustrial 14CH4 indicates greater anthropogenic fossil
CH4 emissions. Nature 578, 409–412 (2020). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-020-1991-8
6
In IPCC AR5 a tonne of methane is assigned a Global Warming Potential of 28 times that of a tonne of carbon
dioxide over a 100-year period. Ref: https://ghgprotocol.org/sites/default/files/ghgp/Global-Warming-PotentialValues%20%28Feb%2016%202016%29_1.pdf
5

This project encourages use of natural gas and will tend to increase its use. This will increase Australia’s
emissions through both use of the product (mostly producing CO2) and accidental loss in each step of the
transfer from ship to distribution (mostly CH4).
This project is planned to last 20 years. 20 years of a project that mitigates climate change or, at least,
makes it no worse, is the only sensible course to take as we recover from Covid-19 and move into a period
where we will increasingly have to combat serious climate change impacts.

4. Alternatives to This Project
It is clear from AGL’s submission of this project proposal that it sees a shortfall in Victoria’s gas supply in
coming years. Their proposal suggests that the answer to the problem is to increase supply. But there is
an alternative and that is to reduce unnecessary natural gas usage in Victoria, reserving existing supplies
for those uses and industries where there is not, at present, an alternative.
There are many projects that could be undertaken in Australia to reduce GHG emissions and achieve other
environmental gains in the wake of Covid-19 to achieve economic and employment growth. One such
project would be to advise households on reducing natural gas use. Some steps are simple such as turning
down the temperature setting on hot water systems, while others would require replacement of
appliances. Replacement would mean an increase in electricity demand at the expense of gas. This opens
opportunities for new renewable electricity projects.
Renewable electricity is where this submission would like to see AGL making its investment. Australia,
including Victoria, has ample sun and wind resources and costs are now more than competitive with fossil
fuels. Hydro resources are limited but emerging technologies such as tidal could also be developed in the
future. Victoria needs additional renewable generation capacity to replace old coal-fired stations that will
be retired in coming years.
Remember that AGL themselves say:

“We heard you loud and clear, Australia – a sustainable future matters to you.
And it matters to us, too.
It’s why we’ve been busy making some of the biggest investments in
renewables across Australia. Like investing in local wind and solar farms and
battery technology.”
This submission agrees with this statement from AGL. The time has come to live up to this promise, move
away from natural gas and towards the future – renewables.

5. In Summary
•
•
•

Climate change is already having a negative effect on Australia’s natural assets, infrastructure,
and industries like tourism and agriculture.
Australia will have less financial flexibility to deal with the impacts of climate change given the
levels of debt accumulated during the Covid-19 crisis.
When making investments in infrastructure in the wake of Covid-19 the only sensible option is to
choose projects that mitigate climate change, not add to its negative impacts.

•
•

This project encourages use of fossil fuels and should be rejected on that single fact.
AGL’s own website claims that it is committed to moving to renewables. It is time to act on that
promise.
Bruce Missen
16 August 2020
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I am a concerned mother and a Mornington Peninsula resident. My husband and I
are both educators on the Peninsula and I am extremely worried about the future for
our youth if the proposed AGL gas project is approved! We can not afford a new
fossil fuel project in Victoria! The droughts that have affected the Murray-Darling river
system combined with climate change is a disastrous recipe for further devastating
impact on our environment and financially for the community such as the fires in
December and January. With the plummeting costs of renewables
and energy storage, fossil fuel projects are not only a threat to our environment
but also bad business. Instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded
assets, corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables and
supporting consumers to move away from gas. AGL’s proposal to build a gas import
terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to create a safe climate and a safe
community for the next generation!
AGL’s rationale for the project ignores what we can and need to do to reduce our
gas usage in Victoria. High gas prices are a result of market design, and a gas
import terminal would further entrench what is already wrong with the market. The
main driver behind the recent year’s increases in Australian gas prices has not been
an undersupply of gas, but by the fact that we export most of our LNG. By doing so,
we link our gas market with international markets and historically higher international
prices. Gas is the past, AGL needs to invest in the future! The electricity generation
sector will play a key role in the transition away from fossil fuels. According to the
Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) and CSIRO renewables have become
the cheapest alternative for new power production. Why not invest in these smart
and safe alternatives!
Gas is just as bad if not worse than coal. For gas to be a lesser evil than coal for
electricity production, methane leakage should remain below 3.2% during the whole
supply chain, otherwise gas becomes just as polluting, if not more polluting than
coal. For these reasons and more, wetlands should be protected and enhanced for
their role in the fight against climate change, not being subject to potentially
damaging projects like AGL’s proposal. Unfortunately, in Victoria we have already
bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater wetlands, contributing to the loss of
approximately 35% of the world’s wetlands between 1970-2015.
Increased ship traffic in Westernport Bay increases the risk of accidents such as oil
spills. AGL’s EES does not include an oil spill modelling / impact risk assessment.
Due to existing operations oil tankers would pass directly by the FSRU (Floating
Storage Regasification Unit). Although it is uncommon for ships to collide, this risk
cannot be simply dismissed. We have faced oil spills in the past such as the Iron
Barron spill in Tasmania and the Ethane pipeline incident in Port Philip Bay. An oil
spill within the internationally important Ramsar wetland of Westernport Bay could be
catastrophic. It is simply not acceptable for a high-impact, low-probability event such
as an oil spill to not be fully addressed in the EES. Therefore, we should totally avoid
these high risk, environmentally damaging projects!
A new fossil fuel project like AGL’s proposed gas import terminal would introduce
new risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include people
coming into contact with toxic hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility, as well
as increased risk of accidental fire and explosion (noted in EES Technical Report K).

The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms away, and Wooleys
Beach – popular with locals and visitors – is within a stone’s throw from the site.
Furthermore, the proposed pipeline from Crib Point to Pakenham is another point of
potential leakage, fire and explosion. AGL have completed only preliminary
quantitative risk assessments on these risks, and have deemed the risk acceptable
on that basis. It is not acceptable to present preliminary studies, and the EES should
not continue until we have an independent expert to review these calculations and
provide final risk assessments.
For all of these reasons plus AGL’s poor track record and the incredibly high risks
involved, I’m asking you to please deny the gas import terminal at Westernport Bay!
Thank you,
Laurel Heisman
Rosebud
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AUSTRALASIAN NATIVE ORCHID SOCIETY
(VICTORIAN GROUP) INC.
Reg. No. A0007188C

P.O. Box 308
Boronia
Victoria 3155

AUSTRALASIAN NATIVE ORCHID SOCIETY – VICTORIA GROUP INC. SUBMISSION TO THE
CRIB POINT GAS IMPORT JETTY AND CRIB POINT-PAKENHAM GAS PIPELINE PROJECT INQUIRY AND
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Who we are:
The Australasian Native Orchid Society Victorian Group Inc (ANOS-VIC) was formed in 1968 and is an
organization of both amateur and professional orchid enthusiasts dedicated to the cultivation,
conservation and scientific study of native orchids.
Our Society has over 500 member and contains several very active sub-groups which focus on specific
aspects of Australasian native orchids and organize activities on a regular basis. These sub-groups include,
but is not limited to, the Conservation Group, Terrestrial Study Group, and a Terrestrial Cultivation & Seed
Propagation Group.
ANOS-VIC promotes the appreciation, culture, propagation and scientific knowledge of the native orchids,
encourages the propagation of endangered orchid species of our region, promotes the conservation of
the orchids of Victoria in their natural habitats and discourages the destruction of their environments.
Background of Interest in this Project:
A number of rare native terrestrial orchid species have been identified as being impacted upon through
these works along with a number of other, more common, orchid species that are noted as having being
recorded during surveys for this project but there is no indication as to their locations nor any impacts on
them by these proposed works. Also, some have not even been identified to species level (e.g. Pterostylis
and Microtis species), Appendix 1, EES Technical Report B.
There are a number of Pterostylis species recorded for Crib Point including the uncommon Pterostylis
tasmanica (Southern Plume-orchid) which is listed in DELWP’s Advisory List of Rare and Threatened Plants
in Victoria (2014), this deserves some particular attention.
No Prasophyllum species were recorded during the preparation of these Technical Reports. There is no
explanation as to why only State listed Leek-orchids deserve special consideration while overlooking
Federally listed Leek-orchids.
The EPBC Act. listed Prasophyllum spicatum (Dense Leek-orchid) is recorded for Crib Point, a short
distance from the Terminal site, and for which there is an approved National Recovery Plan. This species
has not been considered in the background studies apart from a note that it wasn’t observed during
surveys and therefore doesn’t form part of deliberations within the Environment Effects Statement.
While Prasophyllum spicatum (Dense Leek-orchid) generally flowers well in the absence of fire, at some

dense Heathy Woodland sites flowering of dormant plants is promoted by occasional hot summer fires.
Long term unburnt Heathy Woodland could suppress flowering, meaning plants could easily be missed
during surveys. Clearing of Heathy Woodland vegetation may impact on this species, therefore this
oversight needs to be addressed though additional work.
Gas Import Jetty Works:
No orchid flora has been identified from within the Terminal area.
Vegetation clearance within the Terminal area is only related to the Crib Point Receiving Facility where all
the specifically noted Thelymitra (Sun-orchids) are listed as having “potential habitat south of the Crib
Point Jetty, adjacent to Woolleys Beach Reserve” (Table 7.1 on pages 7 and 8, EES Chapter 7) while in the
same table Prasophyllum lindleyanum (Green Leek-orchid) is noted as potentially in “native vegetation
south of Crib Point Jetty”. There is no explanation as to why these species wouldn’t exist elsewhere within
the Terminal area and only along the southern portion adjacent to Woolleys Beach.
While no vegetation is being cleared within the Terminal area along its southern boundary, there is
however, 1.603 ha proposed to be cleared of which 1.573ha is Heathy Woodland. This vegetation
community type is that which supports the Thelymitra and Prasophyllum species, of most concern to this
project. Also, it is that favored by the overlooked Prasophyllum spicatum (Dense Leek-orchid). Why
would these species be considered in relation to only part of the vegetated areas within the Terminal
area, not all?
The lack of records for orchid species from the Terminal area, within the supporting documentation,
appears odd given the coastal vegetation either side of the Terminal contains known orchid flora.
Gas Pipeline Works:
The proposed pipeline travels from the Terminal area north to Princes Highway in Pakenham a distance
of 56.75 kilometres. The area of interest to this submission is that along this pipeline easement from
Kilometre Point (KP) 1.13 to KP 1.7 along the western edge of Woolleys Road.
The area between KP 1.13 and KP 1.7 is an existing pipeline easement and where Thelymitra Xmerraniae,
T. pallidiflora and T. reflexa have been located in “low lying area adjacent to Woolleys Road” (Table 7-6
pages 25 and 26, EES Chapter 7). Counts of these species have been undertaken. The other three Sunorchids listed in Table 7-6 are also recorded for this same area but there is no indication of the size of
their populations and they appear to have not being recorded during recent surveys, but also noted as
located in “low lying area adjacent to Woolleys Road”.
All six Thelymitra species given particular attention in Chapter 7 of the EES are recorded elsewhere in Crib
Point area. This has been overlooked in the EES and its supporting documentation as it only briefly
discusses nearby populations around Stoney Point.
Population counts over the 2018 & 2019 seasons has the population of T. Xmerraniae in the mid-300’s
with T. reflexa at eight only and T. pallidiflora recording only two plants. Due to the survey method, it is
unclear as to the exact size of these populations particularly that of T. Xmerraniae as there appears to
have been a presence/absence count rather than specifically marking/recording of individual plants to
ascertain a move accurate population size.
Around 85% of the total population of T. Xmerraniae will be protected by adopting the Horizontal
Directional Drilling (HDD) construction method in lieu of open trenching between KP 1.1 and KP 1.6. The
HDD method will also assist in the protection of T. pallidiflora and T. reflexa plants. It is unclear why the
HDD will conclude at KP1.6 instead of being extended through to at least KP1.7, in an attempt to protect

the whole of these Thelymitra populations. While the use of HDD is a positive aspect of this project, it
just needs to be extended by around one hundred metres to be 100% effective. It is noted that the HDD
concluded at KP1.6 then very shortly after another bored section is proposed under Woolleys Road, the
Sun-orchids could be fully protected if these two bored sections were combined.
If the HDD cannot be extended, for technical reasons only, then some protected flora appears at risk as
there is no further discussion in the EES Chapter 7 or the supporting Technical Report B. It must therefore
be assumed that they will be lost to the pipeline construction. Why isn’t there any indication as to what
might be the fate of the protected flora that will may be lost? There should be discussion with regards to
salvage and then translocation into suitable nearby protected habitat. This method has been widely used
in Victoria, with success, on a range of orchid species with our members being involved in rescues and
reintroductions over a long period of time and we have the expertise to ensure such a proposal can be
successful. An approved translocation plan must form part of this project to ensure that these species
can survive and that the overall known plants of these rare species are not further reduced, thus putting
them at greater risk of extinction.
As the long-term survival of the retained populations of Thelymitra species along the pipeline easement
depends upon their habitat which has been described as being in “low lying area adjacent to Woolleys
Road” (Table 7-6 pages 25 and 26, EES Chapter 7) then both the Groundwater and Surface Water EES
Chapters and their supporting Technical Reports should have addressed this aspect in relation to orchid
protection. Changes in either, or both, groundwater and surface water along this pipeline easement from
KP1.1 to KP 1.7 could threaten the long-term survival of these rare species. If the hydrology changes,
then so does the suitability of the habitat. If habitat suitability changes then plants could be lost.
Groundwater can and does follow pipelines and trenches so there could be an adverse impact while
changes to the ground surface around the boring and retravel pits for the HDD will affect surface water
runoff. Further clarity is required.
Will there be an ongoing monitoring program for these orchid species along the pipeline? Active
monitoring is the only way to assess if these plants are in fact protected by the proposed construction
methodology or that other unforeseen effects are impacting their continuing health. Monitoring must be
designed into the project and continued post-construction to enable proper assessment of any potential
adverse effects.
While HDD will alleviate a significant amount of disturbance during construction, but not all, along the
Woolleys Road pipeline easement, this may not effectively protect these significant species from future
impact relating to pipeline maintenance and future repairs. Therefore, the orchids may yet suffer
significant loss. Was pipeline maintenance incorporated into the project considerations as part of the
assessment of avoid, mitigate or manage the environmental effects of the project?
Summary:
In summary:
1. Additional data is required for the Terminal area so that a true impacts and mitigation assessment
can be made
2. Prasophyllum spicatum (Dense Leek-orchid) could have been missed during surveys due to the
long term lack of fire to its preferred habitat. Additional field work concentrating on this species
is required
3. Only protecting 85% of an endangered species population appears inadequate
4. A translocation plan needs to be developed for all listed Thelymitra species along the pipeline
easement that cannot be protected through other means

5. On-going monitoring of the effects of these proposed works needs to be incorporated into this
project
6. Further field work should be undertaken over the upcoming Spring months to acquire a more
accurate understanding of the populations of the Thelymitra species along the pipeline easement
and to obtain general information from within the Terminal area.
Should you wish to o clarify any of the above or to discuss this submission further please contact ANOS –
VIC’s Conservation Officer, Garry French on Ph:
or via email:

Yours sincerely,

George Byrne-Dimos
President
Australasian Native Orchid Society (Victorian Group) Inc.
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Request to be heard?: Yes
Full Name:

Cathy Thesing

Organisation:
Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

I am writing to you today to object to the building of the gas proposed gas import
terminal for Western port Bay. As a tertiary educated health expert, with a passion
for nature, good health and caring for our planet I strongly object to the proposed
gas import terminal being built in Western Port bay. Protect the Wetlands of
Westernport bay and move towards renewable energy: The bay is a unique, natural
haven for millions of plants and animals who live there. This is their home and should
be respected as such. Australia has an appalling record for protecting and nurturing
our wonderful natural environment. We are the biggest greenhouse gas emitters per
head in the world. We have the largest rate of species extinction in the world and we
are continuing along the same path! When will this change! We have so many
dwindling natural resources in Australia AND we have the resources to transition to
renewable energy. With this transition would come no further reliance on gas! We
can create jobs and a health living environment for humans, animals and plants. AGL
plans to dump toxic wastewater this is a clear breaching Victorian laws: The
construction and execution of the gas import terminal with AGL (who as a company
also has a poor history of environmental justice) has undermining and exploiting the
environment written all over it. If this destructive project secures approval and goes
ahead AGL, against Victoria law, could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated
water each day. How can this be seen as environmentally safe and in balance with
nature? The volumes of water used are immense, the changes in ph and ecosystem
balance will be likewise immense. Have any assessments been made on what impact
this would have on the fragile wetland environment? Can we say with any certainty
that this is a necessary, viable and sustainable project? Please consider the need to
trasnition to renewable energy NOW to save the local natural environment and on a
larger scale our planet. Climate change is happening and projects such as these will
only contribute to the destruction of our planet.
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Request to be heard?: Yes
Full Name:

Christine Mackintosh

Organisation:
Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

I Christine Mackintosh, of 5/49 Ebden St Kyneton Victoria , object to the building of a
pipe line through Victoria’s wetlands at Western Port Bay or anywhere else for that
matter. I am educated with a BSc from Adelaide University majoring in Zoology and
Botany so am well aware of the value of Flora and Fauna, human life and the Carbon
Cycle which must be maintained if life on Earth is to continue. Although there are
many reasons why such a project should not go ahead I will concentrate on just the
two which are dearest to my heart. Firstly we, Victorians, should be attempting to
reduce our use of gas in favour of electricity because electricity can be created by
non‐polluting methods such as solar and wind power. Secondly no matter how
carefully the work is done there will be disruptions to ecosystem in the wetlands.
Finally I must ask if back up and safety plans have been considered and put in place
for the inevitable accidental spilling of gas in either liquid or gas form into the
wetlands and the bay. What precautions are being taken to prevent such a spill and
what will be done when accidents happen?
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Request to be heard?: No ‐ but please email me a
Full Name:

Alexander McKelvie

Organisation:

No

Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

The proposal of AGL's gas import terminal, in the beautiful Western Port Bay is a
terrible idea. The environmental statement does not properly address the risks of
oil spills. As a surfer of this coast line I love the area and would hate to see anything
happen. The risk is too high and we don't need it here. The company has history of
misleading behaviour we cannot trust them with our community. I hope you can
understand. Alex McKelvie
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Request to be heard?: No
Full Name:

Samuel Glynn Fyfield

Organisation:

No

Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

My family and I regularly visit and stay at Somers on Western Port Bay. We love
walking on the beach in all seasons and swimming when it is warm enough. There is
a wide variety of sea life in the water from small crabs in the rock pools and little fish
in the shallows to dolphins that patrol the coastline all year around. We also
appreciate the wetlands in and around the Western Port area. At an immediate,
personal level, I am shocked that AGL is proposing to draw up to 486 megalitres of
water from the bay, chlorinate it (killing any living material), cool it by 7°C (whilst
thawing gas) then return the cooled, sterilized water to the bay. This is prohibited by
clause 22 of the Victorian SEPP Waters legislation. In 2018, AGL lobbied to have the
SEPP Waters modified to allow dumping of wastewater in high conservation areas to
circumvent this requirement. The EPA rejected the request. Will the DELWP license
a development that openly proposes to flout Victorian legislation or will it provide
the strong defense against the misuse of our environment and compliance with our
laws that Victorians expect? AGL has been open that it proposes to contravene the
SEPP Waters legislation. Given that AGL has, since 2003, incurred more than
$7,000,000 in fines (some for misleading and deceptive behaviour) one has to
wonder what else AGL intends to do that has not been brought to light in their
submissions. AGL argues that there is a need for this project as there has been
limited success in gas exploration in south eastern Australia. What it fails to
acknowledge is that currently there is a surge in households installing rooftop solar
power systems and a surge in the development of grid scale renewable energy
generators. Rather than relying on supply side solutions, Victoria should look to
environmentally responsible demand side solutions. Where possible, changing our
energy source from scarce, CO2 intense gas to readily available, low emissions
electricity would be a more environmentally appropriate solution. Such a solution
would also reduce our exposure to high international gas prices. Lastly, the DELWP
must seriously consider whether the development of new fossil fuel projects in this
state is appropriate given that Australia is attempting to reduce its greenhouse gas
emissions and to meet its Paris target. In the last decade we Victorians have suffered
from serious droughts and catastrophic fires. The release of more fossil fuels spurred
on by additional fossil fuel developments will increase the rate of climate change. It
will also intensify the extreme weather events leading to more frequent and worse
droughts, fires, floods and storms. Even if AGL is happy contributing to this, would
DELWP be comfortable with its role in increasing the death and destruction brought
about by the increased release of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases from
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Request to be heard?: No
Full Name:

Monique Scalzo

Organisation:

No

Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

AGL's proposal to build the Crib Point gas jetty is not in line with Victoria's response
to the climate crisis. I am a 19 year old Monash university student and I know that
climate change is not a distant threat. It is a dangerous reality. This is especially
apparent in Australia, as we have seen the last year being in one of the worst
droughts in Australia’s history, raging bushfires and lost lives. Moreover, Victoria
should be focusing its efforts towards renewable energy, not gas ‐‐ even without
considering the detrimental impact of gas and terminal construction on the
environment, the fact that renewables displacing gas is becoming increasingly
accepted in the energy markets should be a prominent economic incentive. This
proposal carries with it incredibly high risks on the environment, the community, the
economic system and our trust. AGL is likely unfit to build and operate a gas import
terminal in Westernport Bay.
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Request to be heard?: No
Full Name:

Suzanne cockle

Organisation:
Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

I am writing to you today to object to the building of the gas proposed gas import
terminal for Westernport Bay. As a tertiary educated medical and health expert,
with a passion for nature, good health and caring for our planet I strongly object to
the proposed gas import terminal being built in Western Port bat. Protect the
Wetlands of Westernport bay and move towards renewable energy: The bay is a
unique, natural haven for millions of plants and animals who live there. This is their
home and should be respected as such. Australia has an appalling record for
protecting and nurturing our wonderful natural environment. We are the biggest
greenhouse gas emitters per head in the world. We have the largest rate of species
extinction in the world and its disgraceful that we continue to be so dangerously
ignorant to the effects of these things going on around us. When will this change?
We have so many dwindling natural resources in Australia AND we have the
resources to transition to renewable energy. With this transition would come no
further reliance on gas! We can create jobs and a health living environment for
humans, animals and plants. AGL plans to dump toxic wastewater this is a clear
breaching Victorian laws. The construction and execution of the gas import terminal
with AGL (who as a company also has a poor history of environmental justice) has
undermining and exploiting the environmental written all over it. If this destructive
project secures approval and goes ahead AGL, against Victoria law, AGL could dump
up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water each day. How can this be seen as
environmentally safe and in balance with nature? The volumes of water used are
immense, the changes in ph and ecosystem balance will be likewise immense. Have
any assessments been made on what impact this would have on the fragile wetland
environment? Can we say with any certainty that this is a necessary, viable and
sustainable project?
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Request to be heard?: No ‐ but please email me a
Full Name:

Thomas Hoelzer

Organisation:
Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

I find it hard to believe that this project is even considered in this day and age. I so
detest needing to deal with captured politicians. Climate Change is happening. We
must stop Carbon dioxide emissions; for our own survival and that of future
generations. Your children will suffer more if companies like AGL are allowed to
destroy our environment. It's that simple. Take responsibility, be accountable. It's
also economic nonsense, it would make gas prices more expensive to the customers
and only AGL would profit. The proposed site is a UNESCO biosphere reserve, a
RAMSAR wetland, protected. This project should have been shut down before it
started. This process incites civil unrest and destroys trust in our political system and
we see all over the world what that ultimately leeds to. You will be held accountable.
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Request to be heard?: No ‐ but please email me a
Full Name:

Celeste de Vis

Organisation:

Myself

Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:

20180228_08254

Attachment 3:

20180211_07091

Submission:

I am a resident of Crib Point and reside one kilometre from the proposed AGL site.
My children and I have enjoyed our seven years of living in this sleepy seaside village.
Our daily walks to our local beach is part of our family ritual. I oppose AGL's propsed
FSRU to be secured at our local beach, for numerous reasons. I cannot imagine
anyone reading this submission, and living in my family's situation, to welcome a 300
metre long and 50 metre wide structure to be permanently secured at your local
beach?! Woolleys Beach is a family friendly beach. Woolleys Beach was name after
Ashton Woolley, a former pioneer. His son Bill built a coolroom in 1908, within the
shore line of Woolleys Beach. Bill would fish all weekend and then cart his catch to
Melbourne Market on Monday. Bill's coolroom is still visible to visit at Woolleys
Beach, as well as the community BBQ, public toilets and park benches. Why on
earth would ANYONE in Crib Point want to frequent Woolleys Beach and be met with
a giant, noisy, bright structure?! Where is our quality of life in that? Where is our
community family‐ friendly recreation? By securing something so large, so ugly and
so noisy at a tranquil location, you are robbing the Crib Point residents from their
mental and physical health and wellbeing. I am a foster carer of children with
additional needs. The children that I care for have all benefited from Woolleys
Beach. Every child has been impacted by the abundance of marine life to watch,
touch, hold and learn from. The children have found soldiers crabs, shrimp,
flatworm, seastars, molluscs, sting rays, fish, neptunes necklace, kelp, cuttlefish,
jellyfish, conical snail egg sacs, shark egg cases.... all within the beautiful
surroundings and peace of Woolleys Beach. Introducing a fossil fuel that advertises
to kill small marine life, through its operational procedure, and additionally, at a local
family beach is UNTHINKABLE!!! Below are two out of many, from the EES report,
that I oppose, I do not consent to, and completely do not believe that AGL would
rectify or support. Agl states‐ Once the FSRU is operating, a marine monitoring
program would verify that actual environmental impacts are not greater than
predicted. If any unexpected circumstances are detected, appropriate action would
be taken to meet the environmental responsibilities of AGL and APA. Agl states‐ To
further mitigate noise disturbance to residents on these occasions, residents within
1.5 kilometres of the FSRU could be notified at least 24 hours before the planned
arrival of an LNG carrier at night if the verification noise monitoring demonstrates
that there are noise exceedances at the sensitive receptors. Lastly, I want to share
with you the beauty of our beach and the budding mini marine biologists that have
benefited from Woolleys Beach. (See pic attachments)
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Request to be heard?: No
Full Name:

Peter Norman Deerson

Organisation:

No

Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

I oppose the proposed gas import jetty at Crib Point and the associated pipeline
project, on the grounds that: 1. Victoria does not need the additional gas if we
undertake a determined move to sustainable energy resources (solar and wind) (see
report of energy consultants Northmore Gordon) 2. Australia needs to play an
important part in reducing global gas usage, given its vast natural energy resources.
It should be reducing gas usage itself, and ensuring that any liquid gas supplied to
other countries is on condition that those countries comply with global emissions
reduction standards. 3. Gas production is shown to have associated methane
emissions, making it essentially as bad for global warming as coal. 4. The import
facility is an unnecessary and ugly intrusion on an environmentally significant area of
Victoria.
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Request to be heard?: No ‐ but please email me a
Full Name:

Genevieve Droppert

Organisation:

No.

Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

I don’t support this because it doesn’t support environmental values. Damaging
important ecosystems is not something that should be invested in!
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Request to be heard?: No ‐ but please email me a
Full Name:

Mia Dunphy

Organisation:

No

Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

Our environment is fragile, precious and on the point of collapse. I am saddened and
angry that the Victorian Government is considering approving this project. I value the
environment, without it we have nothing.
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Request to be heard?: No
Full Name:

Marcus Mason

Organisation:

No

Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

I do not support the gas import jetty. The environmental consequences will be
devastating.
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Request to be heard?: No
Full Name:

Lucy Tulloh

Organisation:

n/a

Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

Crib Point is of global ecological importance as a UNESCO listed biosphere and
RAMSAR status wetland. This development is not in the interest of protecting our
natural environment and does not conform to environmental values.
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Request to be heard?: Yes
Full Name:

Peta Newbound

Organisation:

No

Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:

Response_to_AGL

Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

See attached submission.
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AGL’s Environmental Effects Statement concerning the Crib Point gas jetty and gas pipeline
raises concerns for me.
Firstly, there is a cavalier attitude to leaks and spills. In Table 1 under Marine Diversity,
surely it should read: 'Spills or leaks will not occur during construction' rather than: 'Spills
and leaks of contaminants could occur through construction of the facilities on the Crib Point
Jetty’
Under Terrestrial and Freshwater Diversity, it is stated that 'Open trenching during pipeline
construction would occur through areas of suitable habitat for Dwarf Galaxias …which may
result in minor short-term impacts to this species'. The impacts cannot be predicted for this
native species, which is listed as ‘vulnerable’ and ‘threatened’. If this species and others do
manage to survive the construction phase, they will face a threat to their numbers through the
increase of gas bearing ships, also carrying pest organisms or species. These introduced
species may well thrive in the seawater which is warmed or cooled to facilitate the
transmission of gas then disposed of in the bay. This project will result in many more ships
entering the bay, increasing the risk to the ecosystem of vulnerable and threatened species.
AGL does make reference to the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act (1999) but this Act was recently reviewed and it was found that: “The EPBC Act is
ineffective. It does not enable the Commonwealth to protect and conserve environmental
matters that are important for the nation,” the chair of the review, Graeme Samuel, said.
(https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/jul/20/australias-environment-inunsustainable-state-of-decline-major-review-finds). Thus, there is no effective go-to body or
reference for considering threats to native species. This situation should not be exploited in
the course of development projects.
Overall, the main issue with AGL's proposed Crib Point projects is the status of gas
itself. The present Federal Government talks of it as being a transition fuel but how long will
it be a 'transition fuel'? Two years? Five years? It's been over 30 years since gas was talked
up as a transition fuel. Any business case for the project would need a timeframe in order to
calculate its financial worth.
Renewable energy can power industry and manufacturing (examples included in this article:
https://reneweconomy.com.au/renewables-not-gas-will-power-resurgence-of-australianmanufacturing-32188/) and fewer people are using gas (https://reneweconomy.com.au/gas-ineastern-australia-clearly-a-declining-industry-55630/).
Many people feel bitten by the price of gas. They're also no longer willing to pay a service
charge for both gas and electricity. In addition, more people know that gas is a fossil fuel and
a source of greenhouse gas emissions and that emissions occur during extraction and
transport as well as when it is burned to produce energy.
This project isn't warranted. It's a cost to the environment, the local economy which relies on
a healthy bay and the enjoyment of people both locals and tourists.
Other references
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/apr/13/australias-booming-lng-industrystalls-after-fall-in-oil-prices-amid-coronavirus

https://www.melbournewater.com.au/sites/default/files/201802/Understanding_the_Western_Port_Environment_0.pdf
https://theconversation.com/scott-morrisons-gas-transition-plan-is-a-dangerous-road-tonowhere-130951
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Request to be heard?: No ‐ but please email me a
Full Name:

Remy Pilot

Organisation:
Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

I am writing today to oppose the construction of the Crib Point gas import jetty and
gas pipeline. I come to this position on the grounds that it is imperative that we start
decarbonising our economy if we are to avoid the catastrophic impacts of human‐
induced climate change. Many scientific bodies have determined that we must leave
all remaining fossil fuel stocks in the ground, otherwise we have little chance of
remaining below the agreed 2 degrees of warming. To commence major works such
as this will jeopardise our ability to meet this target by locking us into fossil fuel
dependency for the coming decades. We have the ability and the technology to meet
our state’s energy needs through renewable energy projects, and to proceed with
this project signals that the positive statements made by the state government on
climate change are insincere posturing. I am deeply saddened that after a summer of
devastating bushfires (which are just the beginning of what is to come should we fail
to act), corporate interests still take precedence over our natural environment and
the lives it sustains.
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Request to be heard?: No ‐ but please email me a
Full Name:

Jamie Stackpole

Organisation:
Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

It's against environmental values. Dumping significant wastewater in close proximity
to the UNESCO and RAMSAR status wetlands is utterly ridiculous. Further, promoting
fossil fuel investment is a poor decision for future generations who will bear the
brunt of these poor decisions, economically and environmentally.
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Request to be heard?: No
Full Name:

Jyhanna Saba

Organisation:
Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

This project does not represent environmental values
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Request to be heard?: Yes
Full Name:

Bruna Iotti Amaral

Organisation:

No.

Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

I hereby write to express my opposition to the AGL import gas terminal in Western
Point Bay from Crib Point to Pakenham. I visited the area and it has superb natural
beauty. It has breathtaking views and the wildlife is unique. I loved to see the work
being done for conservation of the Little Penguins on Phillip Island. I was not born in
Australia and still feel strongly about the need to preserve areas of significant natural
importance. We need to protect our wetlands. This project would destroy freshwater
wetlands already being decimated at a horrifying rate in Victoria, approximately 35%
of the world’s wetlands between 1970‐2015. Westernport Bay is a Ramsar site and a
high conservation value area under Victorian legislation. We cannot afford cold
chlorinated wastewater to affect marine life in Westernport Bay. These actions are
not necessary. We want to move away from dirty fossil fuel practices which have a
devastating impact to our flora and fauna. Notwithstanding, the reinforcing effect of
climate change. We need renewable energy projects in the area with the necessary
environmental impact assessments. We need energy efficient upgrades in the built
environment. We want a combination of an energy efficient home, receiving
electricity from renewable sources and know the Western Port Bay is left intact with
no threats from environmental and climate catastrophes. Our society is in a fragile
equilibrium with nature and we need to act as in full acknowledgment that we are
part of a complex system. We need to be thinking beyond shareholders financial
interests. This is a short‐sighted project that needs to be cancelled. We need projects
that are forward thinking. Projects that are intelligently thought of, in terms of the
environment, human society and lastly finance. We need to build back better. It is
true that local economy needs more jobs, but they need climate and environmentally
conscious type jobs. Please stop this project. Thank you for the attention.
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Request to be heard?: No ‐ but please email me a
Full Name:

Christine Gregory

Organisation:

No ‐ Community Member and Tourism Business owner

Address of affected property:

7 Almora Ave Red Hill

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

As a community member and business owner on the Mornington Peninsula I strongly
object to the AGL project being approved. ‐ The risk to the environment is not worth
the return ‐ Fossil fuels are on their way out ‐ The stock markets are showing greater
returns for sustainable investment ‐ Superannuation funds ‐ Investment is needed for
jobs in sustainable projects that will not risk the fragility of Westernport Bay Kind
regards Christine Gregory Tour Operator
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Request to be heard?: No
Full Name:

Matilda Hiscock

Organisation:
Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

To the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, I am writing to you as
a local of the Mornington Peninsula to express some key concerns regarding AGL’s
Environment Effects Statement (EES). As someone who has grown up exploring and
playing in the water and environmental sanctuary that comprises Western Port Bay
and the surrounding coastline, I am deeply concerned by the environmental and
climate impacts this project proposes, and the lack of clarity from AGL regarding key
aspects of their EES. Firstly, I am concerned with AGL’s plan to dump toxic
wastewater into Western Port Bay, an act in breach of Victorian laws. If this project is
approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water each day. The
water would be chlorinated to destroy all living material, and cooled by around 7
degrees Celsius before being dumped back into the Bay. Victorian environmental
legislation (SEPP Waters) in its clause 22 prohibits the Environmental Protection
Agency from granting to a corporation a permit to discharge wastewater in high
conservation value areas. Westernport Bay is a Ramsar site and a high conservation
value area under Victorian legislation. Because of that, AGL sought to weaken our
environmental laws so that they would be allowed to discharge wastewater. There is
so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect
marine life in Westernport Bay. AGL’s way of mitigating this is comprised of a ‘mixing
zone’, a theory which has no quoted studies to prove its authenticity, a basic
minimum that should be required as part of their EES. Secondly, we cannot afford
new fossil fuel projects in Victoria. For millions of Australians climate change is not a
distant future threat but a dangerous reality right now. In the last decade we have
suffered what might be the worst drought in Australia’s history, ravaging our farmers
and pushing the Murray‐Darling river system to its limit. This drought – exacerbated
by climate change – also created the dry conditions that fueled the devastating
bushfires last summer. Lives were lost, rural communities destroyed, and pristine
areas of bush were lost meaning three billion wild animals were killed or displaced.
All this has happened after an average global increase of only 1.1 degree Celsius.
Without curbing our emission from fossil fuels, we are on track for several degrees C
of warming by the end of the century. Everything we have lost this summer cannot
be in vain – we need to stop building polluting fossil fuel projects that are driving the
climate crisis and threatening our environment. With the plummeting costs of
renewables and energy storage, fossil fuel projects are not only a threat to our
environment but also bad business. Instead of investing in soon‐to‐be stranded
assets, corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables and supporting
consumers to move away from gas. Many thanks, Matilda Hiscock
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Request to be heard?: No
Full Name:

Marie‐Louise Drew

Organisation:
Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

I am objecting to AGL’s EES on two grounds. The first is that it has not considered the
impact of the gas import terminal on climate change. Already Victoria is dealing with
catastrophic warming. I am thinking of last year’s bushfires which killed three billion
animals. I can no longer visit my mother in Bendigo in summer when I choose. I have
to wait to a day of moderate fire risk. AGL should not be encouraging Victorians to
use more gas and emit more CO2 when we need to, and can, reduce it by half. The
second reason I am objecting is that the impact on Westernports internationally
significant wetlands has been poorly assessed. A baseline study of underwater noise
has not been carried out, meaning that any assertions about the effects of more
noise are null and void. Likewise, no baseline study of the area’s dolphins has been
undertaken, so no conclusions can be drawn about the effects on this population.
This is an omission. There will be a 44% increase of lighting that will impact migratory
birds such as the short tailed shearwater. The EES conflates fish larvae and eggs,
which are two distinct parts of the lifecycle. Fish eggs are more abundant in winter.
The risk of whale strike has been miscalculated. It is actually 1 in 16. And finally, the
terminal will discharge chlorinated water at a greater level than is allowed. It is
disingenuous of AGL to propose a ‘mixing zone’ to allow them to do this.
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Request to be heard?: No
Full Name:

Amanda Lee

Organisation:

No

Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:

My_family_have_l

Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

Submission attached as a word document.
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•

My family have lived on and nearby Westernport Bay for nearly a century. I spent my
childhood growing up on the bay. I have seen in my lifetime the massive change to
the area and these impacts on the bay. Changes such as tourism and population
have made impacts on the bay, but are negligible to the impacts AGLs gas plant will
have. Our bay is a world renowned RAMSAR wetlands biosphere. AGLs gas plant will
destroy this carbon sequesting marine habitat in many ways. I will outline a few for
my submission. Before I do, let me add that AGL have paid seven million dollars in
fines since 2003 for misleading behaviour and deceiving the public. Their EES
statement is a continuation of this behaviour. It is full of omissions, oversights and
red herrings! Over 100, 000 people visit the bay each year, just for tourism alone.
The AGL gas plant will impact on all the jobs that employ thousands of residents, if
tourist numbers drop. There rational for gas, doesn’t stake up. Its as damaging to the
environment as coal, this plant will not make gas cheaper, and will affect tourism,
the marine life, and the environment. The only benefactor will be AGL.

•

AGL plan to dump 450 million liters of chlorinated water each day into Westernport.
At 7 degrees colder temperature than the bay. When it comes to chlorine discharge
and the impacts of cooler temperature dispersal on the marine environment, all the
reported results were modelled. Tides have been factored in on the cool water
discharge but not in the chlorine discharge. They didn’t do any studies that have
recorded impacts to marine environments in a similar situation. We, the community
of Western port Bay are not willing to risk a RAMSAR wetland and UNESCO
biosphere on modelled results that don’t factor in long lasting impacts or indirect
effects on the ecosystem. This practice is illegal according to Victorian Law. AGL are
currently trying to change the law to be able to go ahead with this illegal practice.
Conclusions from the Behaviour and Regulations of Chlorine study, say that “water
quality objectives may not be met within a mixing zone” what does that mean? The
mixing zone (where the chlorinated discharge is pumped out) will be constantly
replenished with higher than safe levels of chlorine so it can’t be compliant with
international or Australian guidelines of 3 micrograms of chlorine / litre. AGL argue
however, that the “regulations of persistent toxicants in seawater uses chronic
toxicity..” translated, the studies that have made the rules have used prolonged
exposure to chlorine over time “...this duration is inappropriate for testing of a
toxicant where the concentration has significantly decayed within this period...”
meaning the rest of Westernport will be fine because chlorine breaks down quickly
in seawater, plus the tides will disperse it and accelerate its decay. If AGL are so sure
about that we need to see a study from them proving it before anything is signed off.
Nevertheless, the mixing zone will still be a dead zone. In their models the sea floor
under the operations will also be a dead zone with the chlorine levels over safe
levels at 50-75 micrograms / litre. The most vulnerable organisms to this are the sea
urchins and that may only be because they’re the animals that have been most
studied with regards to effects of chlorine. They live on the seabed and are
important algae grazers, food for other organisms and prolific reproducers! Their
eggs are caviar for the seahorses. What is clear in reading the EES is that the most
directly impacted organisms will be the plankton, larvae, invertebrates, seahorse and
fish fry, and propagules of the mangroves and seagrasses. They will not be able to
swim away from the intake currents and will get sucked through in the 10cm x 10cm
grids. They will be exposed to 500 micrograms/litre of chlorine (way over safe levels
of 6 micrograms/litre) and cooled to 7 degrees below ambient water temperature.

This will kill, at best damage, the vast majority of organisms that are sucked in at 468
million litres a day. In a nutshell, the foundations of the food chain and lifeblood of
Westernport, will be jeopardized. They are what supports the fish stocks, homes
them, feeds them and supports larger animals like seals, penguins, dolphins and
sharks. AGL have had 2 years to develop this report and there are few real studies
conducted here in Westernport. Many of the risk assessments are models derived
from completely unrelated projects and applied to this environment. It gives us no
true bearing of how this project will affect the bay and what we can do to mitigate it.
But what’s really frightening is the compartmentalization of the effects. Too often
the conclusion to each section is “this will have a low impact on the population level”
when the parameters of the population are not clearly stated. There needs to be a
more site specific, thorough and qualitative research.

•

AGL acknowledges there have been zero studies to measure the soundscape of Westernport.
What’s more there are no sound impact studies in Westernport or ever with a berthed FSRU,
LNG or petroleum carrier. So AGL have modelled their study on what they call a similar
operation to which they give no details of the comparable soundscape. Their report states
that the amount of sound coming out of the operation is expected to elicit behavioural
changes in dolphins, whales and seals. It is reported that even whales entering Westernport
Bay will be able to hear the sound. Whales and dolphins that enter “the wider area” (vague)
around the jetty will experience acoustic masking, meaning it’s too loud to communicate.
This is still considered to be a “minor and negligible” impact on the population level. This is
true for the species as a whole, but AGL have not factored in the community level, and that
there is at least one pod of resident Burrunan dolphins who will be hugely impacted by this
noise @marinemammalfoundation @dolphinresearch . Some Westernport locals report
having seen this pod here for 30 years! There are only 300 southern right whales left on the
south coast. AGLs doesn’t take into account the strike rate of the ships entering the bay on
southern right whales. The operations noise is said to likely deter fish from the area, altering
the foraging and ecosystem dynamics of crib point and its surrounds. The fish better get out
of there too because the report says if they stay 12-48hours they will subject themselves to
irrecoverable injury from the sound pollution. Furthermore, AGL have assumed, yes
assumed, that the existing harbour operations already create a noise field that alters the
marine receptors. The noise impacts on sharks and invertebrates @savewesternport AGL’s
report dismisses the impact of underwater noise on sharks and rays as they “have a poor
hearing sensitivity” and “are not known to use acoustic signals for communication.” Sharks,
like bony fishes, possess an inner ear and a lateral line, which are sensitive to underwater
vibrations and sounds. Compared to marine mammals, sharks have a very narrow hearing
range but are known to be particularly sensitive to very low frequencies. AGL talks about
modelling this project on a sound pollution profile (derived from a completely different
operation in a completely different environment) but they never mention the actual
intensity or frequency of sound that will be emitted from this operation, which makes it
unclear whether it will or won’t affect sharks and rays @tagforlife_sharks As for
invertebrates (snails, scallops, crays, crabs, worms etc..) they are most at risk from noise
pollution. Invertebrates are likely to be disturbed throughout Western Port Bay.” Again AGL
conclude that on a population level the effects will be negligible, which means too bad for
any invertebrates living in or nearby (vague) the operations area. It’s concerning to read
these conclusions that noise pollution from the operation will damage and displace
invertebrates and fish from the crib point areas. This will no doubt have flow on effects to
the mangrove ecology, food availability for migratory seabirds and waders, marine

mammals, sharks, rays and other predatory fish. They have not done a baseline study for
noise pollution.
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Request to be heard?: No ‐ but please email me a
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Anne Tillig

Organisation:
Address of affected property:

as above

Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

The psychological and physical health of Melbournians, Victorians, Australians,
people in the world, depends on regular access to places where we can connect to
nature and let go of the unnatural clutter of cities. With climate change, bushfires,
cities encroaching into the wilderness and the marine environment, even viruses
jumping from animals forced from their habitat to be too close to humans, we must
preserve what little natural environment is left. Western Port Bay is a Ramsar site, a
delicately balanced marine environment of mudflats, mangroves, sand, rocks,
beaches, birds, whales, seals, dolphins, fish, humans, seagrass, seaweed and many
other interdependent systems of life. Every other day I kayak and swim in these sea
waters. It is my backyard, my home. I connect with the birds, dolphins and seals and
take in the ever‐changing shoreline. This bay belongs to the people of Victoria. It is
incomprehensible that this project has made it to this stage, that our government
would entertain the notion of further industrialising and damaging this precious
marine environment with gas transfer bi‐products such as water cooling and
chlorine pumped into the bay. What is the government thinking???? How can a
foreign company come and take over and destroy this beautiful environment that
belongs to all Victorians? This government is not acting for us. We don't need gas as
much as we need to prevent destruction of this marine environment that could be
lost forever to such a project. The visual impact alone would be soul destroying.
We have much easier to obtain and less environmentally destructive energy sources
already in our country. Please do not allow this blight on our beautiful bay.
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Please see attachment below.
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Although I do not live in the immediate area of the proposed gas terminal, I do live
nearby as the crow flies and because of that I am extremely concerned about this
project.
This area of Westernport is a unique part of Australia and the world, providing rich
biodiverse ecosystems through its wetlands. Unfortunately Victoria has already
deliberately destroyed most of its precious freshwater wetlands so any wetlands that
are working and vibrant are very precious to everyone, not just locals. Westernport
wetlands have been acknowledged by the Commonwealth government through the
Ramsar Convention on Wetlands, which commits the government to promote the
conservation and wise use thereby maintaining its ecological character and
preventing its degradation. Therefore Westernport is not a suitable area for AGL’s gas
import terminal.
I am very concerned that AGL plans to dump toxic wastewater into this area thereby
destroying this amazing biodiversity. If this project goes ahead, 468 million litres of
chlorinated water could be pumped into the sea each day. This toxic water will not
stay local and would travel 6-8 nautical miles affecting all marine life as it drifted
along. In addition there has been no study as to the effect of this chlorinated water on
marine life and it is not good enough for AGL to tell the community not to worry.
I feel the impact on marine flora and fauna has been poorly assessed so that nobody
really knows what the true impact will be. For example, there is no baseline acoustic
testing so we are unable to tell if the extra shipping involved will affect large mammals
such as whales and dolphins. The extra shipping will bring in extra marine pests too
and it is not good enough for AGL to state that existing protocols will take care of
these extra pests.
I am very concerned about potential oil spills on the marine ecosystem and AGL’s EES
does not include an oil spill modelling/impact risk assessment. This EES is essential.
The risk to human health could be enormous if there was a fire or explosion because
people are nearby. Although a disaster is unlikely to happen, the risks involved are
not published and this is unacceptable for the community.
Unfortunately AGL has a history of being deceptive and misleading occasionally
making this corporation unfit to build and operate a facility like this. For example,

since 2003 AGL has incurred more than $7 million worth of fines and in September
2018 AGL was fined almost $3million by the Victorian Essential Services Commission
for failing to offset its emission levels, which leads me to believe AGL is not
trustworthy and should not be allowed to proceed with this project.
Climate change is a very great fear for many millions of Australians and many believe
there is not a moment to waste if we are to leave a future that is worth living for our
grandchildren and their children. We have already experienced unbelievable turmoil
and tragic loss through drought, fires, massive fish kills and the imminent death of our
waterways. This situation will not improve, in fact it will worsen, if we allow projects like
AGL’s gas import terminal to be permitted.
With the plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage, there is no place for
fossil fuel projects like this because they are not only a threat to the environment and
our lives and the lives of future Australians, they are bad business. Instead of
investing in assets that have no future, corporations like AGL should be investing
more in renewables which do have a future, and to helping consumers move away
from gas. Australians want corporations like AGL to avoid fossil fuel projects and to
focus activities that will help create a safer climate for the future before it is too late.
Therefore in view of the above I firmly believe that AGL’s gas import terminal in
Westernport should NOT go ahead.
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As a young person growing up I have always been aware of the looming threat of
climate change and the impacts it would have on my generation. As a kid I thought
(and prayed) that it would eventually get better or go away, because our leaders
would do something about it. They couldn't possibly make decisions that would
endanger our lives in this way. But then I grew up and learned how big fossil fuel
companies like AGL have long put profit above public safety and environmental and
cultural protections; and gladly lined the pockets of willing politicians to do so. This
project is yet another unnecessary ploy for AGL to make cash, do some great
environmental damage (Haven't properly assessed risk of oil spills, have had $7
million worth of fines since 2003, failed to offset emission levels in 2018, and plans to
dump toxic wastewater into the Bay after using it to thaw the frozen gas against
Victorian laws) and then leave. We simply cannot afford new fossil fuel projects in
Australia right now. We've just seen the most devastating bushfire season ever ‐
exacerbated by climate change which created the conditions that fuelled them.
Renewable energy is cheaper both in basic function and for storage, AGL should be
moving their customers towards sustainable energy options. If they are going to try
and frame this project as a way to reduce gas prices it's simply untrue. Prior to 2015,
Australia’s eastern seaboard gas market saw gas prices at around $5 per gigajoule
(GJ). As soon as Australia started exporting LNG from Queensland, domestic gas
prices increased to as much as $20/GJ. Several energy market analysts such as
Macquarie Wealth Management have repeatedly maintained that: “Any LNG import
terminal will not lower prices in the southern states. AGL's proposed gas prices
($10‐11) would still be 2‐3 times higher than past prices, with virtually no difference
for industrial gas users who rely on cheap gas. This is completely deceptive on AGLs
part. The energy sector that will (and must) play a key role in moving our country
away from fossil fuels will be renewable, it will also be the cheapest alternative
(according to AEMO & CSIRO). This fact is also widely accepted in energy markets
AEMO even adjusted its Victorian gas‐powered generation annual consumption
forecast for 2014‐2039 under the assumption that gas consumption will be well
below previous estimates. I am becoming desperate when it comes to writing
submissions against countless projects just like this one. I am frustrated at the
willingness of state governments to put a price tag on natural resources when we
should be spending billions protecting them. I worry about the future of the planet
everyday. I see news articles of unfathomable floods, storms, fires and natural
disasters in countries all over the world who are experiencing the effects of climate
change right now and dying because of it. We have time to fix this and we are
wasting it debating despicable projects like these.
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Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

Please stop this ecocide. We need renewable forms of energy if we have any chance
of turning around this climate catastrophe. I thought the Victorian government was
better than allowing this kind of destructive enterprise to go ahead. I implore you to
focus on a green recovery to the COVID‐19 economic catastrophe and in so doing
also make a contribution t0o turning around the climate catastrophe we are in the
midst of.
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The Mornington Peninsula had long been prized for it’s natural beauty by
Melbournians. The recognition of Westernport Bay by the Ramsar convention
confirms this on an international scale. Our own EPA legislators agreed that dumping
wastewater into this site should not be allowed. And still AGL persists with this
proposal to dump tonnes and tonnes of waste products into this precious site? It is
unconscionable. When will Australian administrators realise that we have this unique
opportunity to safeguard the natural beauty of our land before it is ruined? Another
few billion dollars profit is not worth squandering our environment, or homes and
our way of life. And for who? For the financial benefit of a few shareholders and
corporations in other countries? Are we really so stupid as to export so much gas
that we then need to destroy our own homes in order to import some other
country’s gas back again? Building this factory on our beautiful shores exposes our
internationally recognised wetland. Wetlands are incredibly important ecosystems,
that provided huge biodiversity and act as the planets ‘kidneys’ by filtering waters
and storing carbon waste. Dumping tonnes of wastewater into them in order to seek
a profit is environmental terrorism. The EPA said in 2018 that it would present an
unacceptable impact on our environment. Now I am asking the Victorian government
to agree with their legislation and outlaw the building of a gas import terminal off
our shores. Save our dolphins. Save our wetlands. Save our beautiful Mornington
Peninsula. Profit for some is not worth destroying so much.
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Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

I strongly oppose AGL’s gas import terminal in Westernport for two main reasons.
1) Within 2010 to 2019, we experienced the warmest decade on record which
resulted in the dry conditions that fuelled our horrific and devastating bushfires last
summer. Unfortunately, these are the consequences of human induced climate
change. If we continue to prop up polluting fossil fuel projects, we will continue to
stay on track for several degrees C of warming by the end of this century. It is clear
to experts, scientists and economists that gas is a dangerous fossil fuel and
Australian’s do not need more gas. The cost of wind, solar and batteries has
significantly changed and will play a key role in the transition away from fossil fuels.
Gas is no longer necessary.
2) Westernport Bay is an internationally listed
ecosystem recognised under the Ramsar Convention as a unique tidal bay and
wetland with important ecological values. It is home to the threatened Southern
Right Whale, Humpback Whale and Great White Shark. AGL has expressed that there
will be a significant increase in shipping through Western Port Bay which will result in
an increase of vessel strikes with these marine mammals. With an estimated 40% rise
in commercial shipping traffic, what will the consequences be to all marine life?
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Attachment 1:
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Submission:

I lived on the peninsula for many years and have enjoyed Westernport Bay with my
children and were horrified to hear that it was under threat by AGL AGL are not to
be trusted. Since 2003 they have had seven million dollars in fines for misleading
behaviour and deceiving customers. Their poor track record doesn't bode well for
the accountability of their EES statement. The studies that mention gas as a
transitional fuel were done in the 1990s and are no longer relevant. Renewables
have come a long way since then. Australian gas is exported and then will be
brought back in to be gasified at Crib Point, which means it won't create cheaper
prices for Victorians. The prices will be priced at international rates because the gas
is being exported and then imported. Gas is as dirty as brown coal. A Ramsar
UNESCO biosphere wetlands should not be damaged for a fuel that is expensive,
outdated and not needed. Renewable energy transition is making gas outdated, the
figures don't stack up. There's 100,000 visitors to the Westernport Bay area every
year. Many locals depend on these tourists for their employment. If the bays
destroyed by the AGL gas plant, tens of thousands of people will have their work
jeopardized. AGL gas plant will only provide 40 jobs. Those jobs will not be for
Australians. AGL plan to dump 450 million litres of chlorinated water each day,
which will be up to 7 degrees cooler than the average bay temperature back in the
bay. The bay which is a UNESCO Ramsar wetlands. That practice of dumping waste
water into the bay is illegal and AGL are trying to change the law so they can commit
this crime. 48 ships coming into the bay each year, with 4 tugsboats and each with a
pilot ship, is a huge amount of traffic for the bay. The ships will be travelling at knots
that will not take into account the strike rates of dolphins and whales. There is only
300 Southern Right whales left on the South Coast. The ships are the size of cruise
ships and will put in danger the whales, sharks and dolphins. The dolphins in
Westernport are a different species to the Southern Ocean dolphins and need to be
protected. A 40% increase in shipping will not be a positive thing for the bay. The
lights will be detrimental to migratory birds. The noise will be detrimental to the
whales and other sea creatures. AGL need to be made to properly address all of the
issues that they didn't address in the EES statement. After 100s of people have
demonstrated their reluctance to accept AGL isn't it time to put a stop to this once
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This project runs contrary to the interests of the surrounding communities and the
irreplaceable ecosystems in the local waterways
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Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

AGL argues that the state of Victoria needs to develop a gas import terminal because
there will be a shortfall in gas if it does not. It bases its argument on the current
consumption and continued burning of gas in Victoria. Given the climate crisis, and
Victoria’s inevitable transition away from reliance on fossil fuels, it would be
preferable to reduce Victoria’s current consumption of gas. According to energy
consultants Northmore Gordon we can use existing technology to do this
(https://environmentvictoria.org.au/2020/06/03/victorian‐gas‐market‐demand‐side‐
measures‐to‐avoid‐forecast‐supply‐shortfall/). Northmore Gordon’s report
demonstrates how the Victorian government can make it possible for the state to
reduce its gas consumption by between 98 and 113 petajoules by 2030. I urge
DELWP to consider policy that reduces demand for gas so that we will not need a
new terminal to import gas.
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Western Port Bay is a Ramsar site. It is a place of beauty, important and precious
natural systems that provide life and vitality to birds, marine life, animals and us,
human beings. We have already destroyed so many of these natural sanctuaries and
systems in the name of 'economic progress', please let's not add another to our list.
Let this government be remembered as one that preserved and protected our
natural assets, not depleted and destroyed them. Let this government also be
remembered as one that really took measures to address climate change and moved
us away from fossil fuels. Renewable energy and battery storage is our future, not
coal, not oil and not gas. We have the technical solutions, we know what we need to
do and we can do it. We have the desire within the community to move in this
direction, which is why we have seen such an enormous uptake of rooftop solar. So
please, really take the lead and lead us there. As Victorian's we don't want an
expansion of gas infrastructure, we want to move away from gas, which like coal and
oil is a fossil fuel. We want to move towards renewable energy, to clean our air,
reduce our carbon and greenhouse gas emissions and protect the natural systems
and places upon which we so deeply depend, for our life and all life. Please don't
allow this further development of gas infrastructure to take place in this ecologically
significant bay, that is also so important to people like myself and so many others
that live and visit Westernport. Westernport is a place where we can connect with
nature and restore and nourish ourselves, care of this connection. It is a place we
love. It takes so little effort and time to damage and destroy. It takes a long time to
recreate, rebuild and recover. COVID‐19 is showing us this right now. Natural
systems are complex, diverse and resilient. They represent what we want to become
as human cultures and societies. When we damage them, some of that damage is
irreversable, certainly within our lifetime. Please, let's not damage them, rather let's
protect them, so that my children and grandchildren can continue to wonder and
marvel at how birds can travel so far, so fast, with so little food to stop at this special
place, close to our home and gift us with their presence.
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I want the State and Commonwealth Governments to reject the project in favour of
working with the Australian energy industry and regulator to pursue feasible
alternatives for securing a safe and affordable energy supply for south‐eastern
Australia based on fast‐tracking the transition to renewable energy and without
harming our precious environment or exacerbating climate change. I believe that
rejecting the project in pursuit of a zero‐emissions future would not only deliver
genuine action on climate change, but help Victorians emerge from the current
COVID‐19 crisis with a stronger, greener and more sustainable economy.
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Attachment 3:
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BEAM Mitchell Environment Group is a volunteer‐based environment group
committed to real and urgent action on climate change. We are engaged with our
local council Mitchell Shire to Declare a Climate Emergency, and engage our whole
community in the process. Gas as NOT being a solution to our global emissions as a
transition fuel, for its greenhouse gas problems in both mining and combustion.
Committing an economy further down this path is to deny investment capital for
more efficient and proven renewable technologies. Further, the very notion of
importing gas in a country of so much gas is a nonsense. Victoria can avoid the need
for gas, either locally or imported, and continue a rapid transition down the path of
Disruptive Generation and Battery Storage technologies. AGL is the nation's biggest
polluter and has a poor environmental track record. AGL is not trusted in the
community to deliver on its proposals and environmental management. As a leading
energy company, AGL should be taking a leaf out of progressive energy company
investments like, green hydrogen, like Shell and Total are committing to with
renewables and electric cars in Europe, and not be a polluting laggard making profits
on yesterday's energy sources. Fossil fuels have created a precarious future for our
very existence , and further investment down this path is plain stupid. The research
into the impacts NOW from climate change are ever moving , into a darker picture.
We have an urgent need to reduce our emissions and accelerate the draw down of
carbon, 3‐5oC global warming by later this century is simply not a livable
environment. Our time for considered action on a non‐fossil fuelled future is NOW.
The WesternPort import gas facility by AGL continues a pattern by investments in
yesterday's energy sources that Victoria can ill afford. This must cease. AGL is
welcome to invest in renewables at a bigger scale than it has shown. AGL can win
back community support by going down a greener investments strategy and project
base, but it will be forever condemned by "business‐as‐usual" with fossil fuels
investment, and specifically a WesternPort Bay import gas facility. This AGL proposal
is also totally juxtaposed to the ambitious and publicly acclaimed emissions
reduction and renewable energy targets of the Victorian Government, whose very
credibility in this field is now questioned. Enough. Refuse this "yesterday's proposal"
and let AGL work WITH the broader community and champion a renewables future,
sooner rather than later. The big picture threat with this business‐as‐usual is that
someone else will act on re‐shaping oyr future and reducing carbon emissions (and
methane emissions with gas production). We don't have that luxury. We have 10
years and the clock is ticking. It is up to you and I and AGL to make that switch as a
priority. A new way of business beckons post Covid 19...we can create a more
inclusive future, or be damned.

beam.inc18@gmail.com

BEAM: Mitchell Environment Group

Submission to Mitchell Shire Council
In The Monthly, July 2020, Joelle Gergis, one of Australia’s leading climate scientists and authors for the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) wrote:
We all watched on in horror as the fires savaged our country, releasing more carbon dioxide in a single
bushfire season than the country emits in an entire year. An arc of destruction tore through our native
forests; from the subtropical rainforests of Queensland, through the temperate forests of southern New
South Wales and eastern Victoria, all the way across to the coastal bushland of South Australia.
A terrifying amount of Australia’s World Heritage areas were burnt – at least 80% of the Blue Mountains
protected area and 53% of the ancient Gondwana rainforests network. These are the “last of the last” of
such precious places. Areas that have clung on since the age of dinosaurs, forced to contend with the
processes of evolution playing out in fast forward. Instead of adapting gradually over thousands or
millions of years, ecosystems were radically transformed in the space of a single summer, not even a
nanosecond in geologic time. 1

The earth is already too hot!
o

o

Even if all nations honour their Paris agreements (which is unlikely), we are heading for 3 C to 5 C of
warming later this century, with outcomes described as posing an existential threat to the continuation
of human civilisation - our children and grandchildren. The world’s climate scientists, economists, health
leaders, insurers and many businesses have declared that we are in a climate emergency, with global
warming impacts that are increasing faster than originally anticipated and that are already killing people
and destroying ecosystems. 2

Globally
We are seeing the start of escalating and accelerating changes:
• More than half of the tipping points that could push the planet towards a hothouse
Earth and threaten human civilisation are now "active". The active tipping points
include the extensive loss of Arctic sea ice and ice sheets in Greenland, West
Antarctica and the Wilkes Basin of East Antarctica, the thawing of permafrost
causing further release of methane into the atmosphere, and rising sea levels that
will flood low-lying areas causing mass migration. 3
• Alarming temperatures and wildfires have combined for an unprecedented Arctic
summer this year. 4
• At least one-third of the Himalayan glaciers, among the world’s most vital water
resources, are projected to melt by the end of the century even if the most ambitions
steps to halt global warming are achieved. 5
• Pandemics emanating from zoological sources have been talked about for years in
the virology world - it was not a matter of if, but when. As we place greater demands
on our environment and a finite planet, as our global population soars towards eight
billion people and our carbon emissions keep rising, we will see more pandemics. 6
1

Gergis, J. (2020) Witnessing the unthinkable. The Monthly. https://www.themonthly.com.au/issue/2020/july/1593525600/jo-lle-gergis/witnessingunthinkable#mtr
2
Morton, J. (2018) What Lies Beneath – The understatement of Existential Climate Risk. https://www.breakthroughonline.org.au/whatliesbeneath
3
Prof. Steffan, W. (2019). Tipping points push Earth towards hothouse climate. ANU. https://www.anu.edu.au/news/all-news/tipping-points-pushearth-towards-hothouse-climate
4 Cereceda, R. (2020). High temperatures, melting ice and wildfires combine for unprecedented Arctic summer. Euronews.
https://www.euronews.com/2020/07/14/high-temperatures-melting-ice-and-wildfires-combine-for-unprecedented-arctic-summer
5
Quackenbush, C. (2019). A Third of the Himalayan Glaciers Will Melt by the End of the Century, a New Report Finds. Time Magazine.
https://time.com/5521000/climate-change-himalayan-glaciers-melt-2100/
6 Pappas, S. (2016) 5 Deadly Diseases Emerging from Global Warming https://www.livescience.com/55632-deadly-diseases-emerge-from-globalwarming.html
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•

Food and water shortages – two thirds of the world’s population will be facing water
shortages by 2025.

•
•

Heatwave caused deaths.
Drier, hotter weather patterns in marginal areas leading to mass migration and
conflict.

Locally
2019 was Australia's warmest year on record, with the annual national mean temperature 1.52 °C above
average. Added to this are the ongoing series of dry conditions. Spring rains are unreliable and Autumn rains
are later every year. 7 This affects crop growth on our farms and bushland areas and extends the length of
the fire season. Forests have browned off over large areas as trees and understorey died off over the
summer.
We can expect more unprecedented bushfire seasons like the last one (2019-2020) from global warming
pressures. Maybe not this summer, but they will come - more often and more severe as the Royal
Commission recently heard, and at three times the intensity.
In Central Victoria, we have recently experienced the hottest summer on record, a big rise even compared
with the record summers of the past decade. This has had an impact on plants, and on native and domestic
animals; local poultry and pork growers suffered substantial stock losses.
Heat waves are also having a devastating effect on people - the lead up to the 2009 Black Saturday fires in
Victoria killed twice as many people as the fires did.
Recent catastrophic events confirm that the Paris
climate framework is obsolete. We are currently
o

1.2 C warming above pre-industrial levels and it is
not safe. 8
It is very clear from the latest reports from
Environment Victoria9, the Climate Council, the
CSIRO and Beyond Zero Emissions that the Paris
agreement target of net-zero emissions by 2050 is
far short of what is required to keep global warming
well below 1.5oC.
This is a risky position!

7

Annual climate statement (2020) Bureau of Meteorology www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/annual/aus
Cardilini, A and Sutton, P. (2020) Delivering Maximum Protection. Breakthrough – National Centre for Climate Restoration https://52a87f3e-79454bb1-abbf-9aa66cd4e93e.filesusr.com/ugd/148cb0_c039398da2784c45b721dc79419acc81.pdf
9 Environment Victoria Blog (2020) Victoria’s climate targets are being decided right now! Here’s what you need to know.
(https://environmentvictoria.org.au/2020/02/28/victorias-climate-targets-are-being-decided-right-now-heres-what-you-need-to-know/
8
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What needs to be done?
To avoid this threat, thousands of scientists agree that we must:
1. rapidly reduce CO2 emissions to zero
2. dramatically reduce short-lived climate pollutants like methane, hydrofluorocarbons and black soot
3. draw down up to one trillion tonnes of the CO2 already in the atmosphere (i.e. half of what we have
emitted to date). 10
In a Lighter Footprints presentation (June 1, 2020), ClimateWorks CEO, Anna Skarbek declared that we
should aim for 75% renewables by 2025. She said:
Electricity has to dive into decarbonisation early and hard. Which is very doable – our national electricity market
operator is confident we can get to 75% renewables by 2025. The issues aren’t technical, instead market reform and
upgrades to transmission infrastructure are holding us back. Renewable electricity and EVs are perfect examples of
mature, ready-to-deploy solutions that can – and will – make a huge difference this decade.

ClimateWorks argues that we must accelerate deployment of mature solutions to rapidly get to net-zero
emissions in the following key areas.

11

There are solutions in these five key areas that are relevant to the Council and can be used to inform a
Climate Emergency Action Plan.

What does this mean for Mitchell Shire Council?
We applaud the development of the Mitchell Shire Environment Policy 12 and the announcement that
Council recently partnered with Procurement Australia and 12 other Victorian Councils to sign a renewable
energy Power Purchase Agreement for Shire streetlights. This is a significant step towards reducing carbon
emissions as streetlights represent approximately 33 per cent of Council’s current electricity consumption.
We, and 1287 enthusiastic people who signed our recent petition targeting Mitchell Shire (see Appendix 1)
call on Council to lead on the climate emergency by setting ambitious emissions reduction targets, both for
Council operations and for the whole Local Government Area of Mitchell.
In the next stage - developing strategic goals and interim targets - we urge the Council to follow the best
advice. We are asking Council to declare a Climate Emergency and develop a Climate Emergency Action Plan
to set an ambitious target of net-zero emissions by 2030 - 10% a year for 10 years, and there are many
roadmaps to achieve this.
10

Morton, J. (2018) What Lies Beneath – The understatement of Existential Climate Risk. https://www.breakthroughonline.org.au/whatliesbeneath
Skarbek, A. (2020) Decarbonisation futures. ClimateWorks. https://lighterfootprints.org/decarbonisation-futures/
12 Environmental Programs Development and Infrastructure. (2020) Mitchell Shire Council Environment Policy.
https://cdn.mitchellshire.vic.gov.au/general-downloads/Governance/MSC-Environment-Policy.pdf
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This becomes a leadership position for net-zero emissions across the Shire which can create positive
environmental and economic opportunities. The Mitchell Shire Council vision in its Environment Policy
suggests this is where this Council wants to be. BEAM will stand with Council to achieve this vision.
The challenge then becomes - How to work with the community to get the best results? What will the key
indicators look like? How can we get there?
One council might feel they can't save the planet alone, but many councils working together with their
communities, to restore a safe climate can achieve a lot. There are now many individuals, Councils, State
governments and businesses in Australia taking the lead on strong climate action.

Proposal
BEAM Environment Group would like to work with Council to support the development of a Climate
Emergency Action Plan.
We propose that BEAM and Mitchell Shire Council representatives form
a Climate Emergency Working Group.
The aim will be for BEAM to provide support to make a rapid and urgent
transition in response to the climate emergency. Other community input
could be drawn in for example, Mitchell Community Energy.
A joint information workshop could be held whereby Mitchell,
Strathbogie and Murrindindi Council (Councillors plus Officers) discuss
the issues and develop a Council CEAP, with Community groups like
BEAM playing an active supporting role: A community taking action.
This is one of many models available for developing a Climate Emergency Action Plan:

1. Declare a Climate Emergency – a public commitment to ambitious emissions
reduction targets
2. Develop a Climate Emergency Action Plan (CEAP). This might include:

• auditing current council and community greenhouse gas emissions
• setting ambitious targets e.g.to reduce Mitchell Shire’s emissions to net-zero
by 2030 – i.e. 10% a year for 10 years
3. Prioritise the CEAP in the Council’s Strategic Plans
4. Build the capacity of staff to understand the climate emergency and current
trends e.g. sustainable housing design, regenerative agriculture, the importance
of trees in suburbs, farmlands; community-owned energy projects 13
5. Communicate and engage by advocacy and education:

• sideways with other councils
• upwards by lobbying State and Federal governments
• outwards through community consultation and education.
6. Explore regional economic opportunities – The transition to a zero emissions
economy presents many opportunities e.g. the proposed Seymour Community
Hub is potentially a business incubator in IT; excess power sold to the grid;
manufacturing potential.

13

Haines, H. (2020) Unlocking community energy in Australia https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/cb8b5b02f0054b43871a338074a4cb23
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Bold actions
The following are a few examples of bold actions already being implemented by Australian councils to
address the climate emergency. This list illustrates a range of possibilities, not all possibilities and it is noted
that Mitchell Shire has already made progress on some of these.

• Maximising the use of renewable energy production on all Council buildings e.g.
Moreland generates surplus power from PVs, provides free charging to
community EVs.

• Using LED lighting in all Council buildings as part of an energy efficiency upgrade.
• Prioritising environmentally friendly options as part of the Shire's
purchasing protocols

• Using electric vehicles for Council fleet.
• Working with contracted services to expedite the take-up of EVs in heavy
transport e.g. garbage trucks.

• Managing outdoor facilities to improve carbon drawdown in gardens and soils,
forests and wetlands, tree-planting, mulching, native plants (low water demand).

• Having a Green Bin household organics collection system.
• Sponsoring regenerative farming methods and local, ethical food production.
• Building net-zero emission transport facilities e.g. pedestrian and bike paths; EV
charging stations in every town and promotion of car-pooling.

• Introducing planning regulations for environmentally sustainable design (ESD) for
new buildings e.g. all electric with PV power; no gas.

• Training people to conduct home assessments (extending the current limited
Audit and Upgrade program of DWELP).

• Retro-fitting homes for better energy management.
• Enabling purchase of domestic PV systems by bulk buying programs or pay back
through rates.

• Promoting community-owned electricity retailers e.g. Indigo Power.
• Promoting community-owned micro-grids and community battery hubs, and
local Community Energy groups in this field.

• Managing waste processing into biofuels and business opportunity.
• Establishing employment through renewable manufacturing opportunities.
If reaching for an ambitious target falls short, it will still achieve far more than setting a weak target.
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Appendix 1: BEAM Petition to Mitchell Shire Council
1287 have signed the petition:
We acted on the fires.
We are acting on Covid-19.
We must act on the Climate Emergency!
We have just 10 years to keep Global Warming below 1.5 degrees.
Current local plans of zero emissions by 2050 will fall far short of this.
Globally, 1500 local and other governments, representing 820 million citizens in 30 countries have declared a
Climate Emergency. In Australia, 84 local councils have declared a Climate Emergency. A Climate Emergency
Plan will generate strategic local actions to reduce our emissions.
We call on Mitchell Shire Council to declare a Climate Emergency and plan to take bold actions to achieve
net-zero emissions by 2030.

A selection of signatories’ comments
"I'm signing because scientists are telling us that this is an emergency and should be acted on urgently to keep
Global Warming below 1.5 degrees."
"Having my local council declare a Climate Emergency is a powerful demonstration of "Thinking globally, acting
locally"."
"I'm signing because strong action on climate change....local targets for emissions reduction...has an important
leadership role in reducing global emissions, and making a liveable environment for my grandchild."
"I'm signing because IT IS an emergency."
"There’s enough scientific evidence that we need to take action now."
"It's true and very serious!"
"Lets see some ambitious emissions reduction strategies in Mitchell Shire."
"Come on Mitchell Shire - lead the way"
"This should be a no brainer. The Council has been working on this for 10 years. There is still much to do and this
will mobilise staff and community alike."
"Action on climate change needs to happen fast. As a resident of Mitchell Shire this is important to me."
"Clean Energy goes a long way to preventing Climate Change"
"We need to act locally and urgently!!"
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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"I want this planet to still be here for future generations"
"Energy in rural areas should require a regional approach. Each region should generate their own power needs."
"We need to change the way We live. Save our animals, habitat"
"While the situation is desperate in much of Australia, it is far worse in any other countries that lack the
resources do much eg Kiribati, Bangladesh, Yemen, UAE, Nigeria, Lagos. If we don't have the will to help other
less fortunate nations, then do it for self interest, and support farmers and all those living in fire-prone areas of
this country."
"Something needs to be done"
"I am sincerely worried for the planet and angry about in action"
"We are in a Climate Emergency and must act accordingly. Well done BEAM!"
"It needs to be done now"
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Barbara Hogarth

Organisation:

no

Address of affected property:

132 Bayview RdMerricks Beach
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Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

I am concerned that the cooled, chlorinated water that will be pumped back into
Western Port will have a harmful effect on the nearby wetlands.
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Gina McKenna

Organisation:
Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:

SAVE_Westernpor

Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

I am writing about the proposed AGL Crib Point Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project
I am desperately worried about Global warming, the effects of Climate change and
the continuing destruction of natural habitats. Westernport bay is a pristine
biodiverse environment. From Whales to Seadragons and home to internationally
significant wetlands. 35 percent of the world’s wetlands have been lost. This
directly affects climate change as they can store large amounts of Carbon for
hundreds of years. This in itself should be enough to stop anything that would
threaten that environment but to lose all this to build a Gas terminal seems
completely retrograde. Because of its unique environmental beauty Westernport
Bay is a tourist destination generating revenue and jobs for the local community. It
is up to our elected representatives to facilitate and support moves to transition
away from fossil fuel to clean sustainable energy. The proposed AGL Pipeline seems
to be exactly the sort of short‐term fix, environmentally damaging project that must
not go ahead if we are serious about tackling climate change. The time has come
when we must say No to anymore more environmental destruction. How can AGL
Justify Westernport Bay as an appropriate sight when there is no existing
infrastructure and does AGL believe decimating internationally significant wetlands is
ethically or environmentally responsible and is in keeping with current scientific
research about curbing Global warming? AGL CEO Brett Redman is quoted in the
AGE newspaper saying “AGL is on track for a future which is lower‐carbon and lets
customers and our communities go on the journey together rather than in conflict.”
How can AGL reconcile this public rhetoric with its private actions of ignoring the
local community and (even in the best‐case scenario) Polluting the pristine waters of
Westernport bay? AGL may promise that there will be little negative environmental
impact but how can they be believed when they have incurred more that 7 million
dollars’ worth of fines for deceptive and misleading behaviour. I do not believe we
can take the risk of this Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline because if AGL do Flout the
rules (as they have Done before) the price of the environmental devastation is just
too high for all of us now and for future generations. Gina Mckenna

I am writing about the proposed AGL Crib Point Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project
I am desperately worried about Global warming, the effects of Climate change and the
continuing destruction of natural habitats.
Westernport bay is a pristine biodiverse environment. From Whales to Seadragons and
home to internationally significant wetlands.
35 percent of the world’s wetlands have been lost.
This directly affects climate change as they can store large amounts of Carbon for hundreds
of years.
This in itself should be enough to stop anything that would threaten that environment but
to lose all this to build a Gas terminal seems completely retrograde.
Because of its unique environmental beauty Westernport Bay is a tourist destination
generating revenue and jobs for the local community.
It is up to our elected representatives to facilitate and support moves to transition away
from fossil fuel to clean sustainable energy.
The proposed AGL Pipeline seems to be exactly the sort of short-term fix, environmentally
damaging project that must not go ahead if we are serious about tackling climate change.
The time has come when we must say No to anymore more environmental destruction.
How can AGL Justify Westernport Bay as an appropriate sight when there is no existing
infrastructure and does AGL believe decimating internationally significant wetlands is
ethically or environmentally responsible and is in keeping with current scientific research
about curbing Global warming?
AGL CEO Brett Redman is quoted in the AGE newspaper saying “AGL is on track for a future
which is lower-carbon and lets customers and our communities go on the journey together
rather than in conflict.” How can AGL reconcile this public rhetoric with its private actions of
ignoring the local community and (even in the best-case scenario) Polluting the pristine
waters of Westernport bay?
AGL may promise that there will be little negative environmental impact but how can they
be believed when they have incurred more that 7 million dollars’ worth of fines for
deceptive and misleading behaviour.
I do not believe we can take the risk of this Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline because if AGL do
Flout the rules (as they have Done before) the price of the environmental devastation is just
too high for all of us now and for future generations.
Gina Mckenna
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Elliot Condous
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I oppose the proposed gas pipeline. Crib Point and the Westernport region in
general are home to many protected species of animals. The large amounts of waste
water that will be released into the ocean will have a devastating affect on this
ecological system. Not enough has been done to ensure that the local environment
will not be negatively affected.
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Mary French

Organisation:

No

Address of affected property:

Attachment 1:

opposing_AGL_pr

Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Submission:

My submission is below in a word document.

SUBMISSION
opposing AGL’s gas import terminal
I write to you today to strongly oppose the gas import terminal at Cribs Point
and the pipe lines you are proposing to happen.
I have major concerns like many Australians and Victorians the impact this
proposed project will have on our marine life and our amazing wetlands. The
fact is that we only have approx. 300 whales left in the east coast and with
vessels constantly coming and going this will have a huge impact on their
survival and it looks like the strike rate would be 1 in 6 this is just not
acceptable. Let alone all the other marine life that would be severely affected
by this proposal, and you cannot have possibly done enough studies to ensure
that there would be little impact to our marine life.

Our wetlands are incredible and are also home to many plants and animals and
are among the most biodiverse ecosystems in the world WHY ON EARTH
WOULD YOU NOT WANT TO PROTECT THIS. We know that they have the
potential to store large amounts of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands
play a major role in combatting climate change which is why they should not
be subjected to AGL’s proposal.

I’ve been made aware that in Victoria along we have destroyed most of our
wetlands by bulldozing or by draining them. Once again this is not good
enough and we should be doing everything in our power to protect what we
have left.
We are all aware that climate change is here and is not something that is years
away. We know this for a fact as we have suffered devasting droughts and last
year the worst bushfires we have ever witnessed all due to extreme dry
conditions and the impact of climate change. How devasting that we lost over
three billion wild animals that are only unique to Australia we must and should
do everything in our power to ensure that we protect what we have left. We
cannot afford to be adding to the problem we need to be part of the solution.

My question to AGL is why are you proposing something so polluting?
AGL’s proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we
need to do to create a safe climate.
AGL should be totally moving away from the fossil fuel industry and putting the
time, effort and resources in renewables. We all know that renewables are the
way forward. The technology is there it will create jobs it’s a win win for all
Australians.
In conclusion I strongly oppose AGL’s import terminal as we need to make this
a better future for the next generations and beyond. Just to sum it up I
travelled overseas in 2018 and I became quite upset as it was apparent that
Australia has the most unique Flora and Fauna in the world, we don’t have old
historic buildings we have so much more. We need to do everything in our
power to ensure we have this for many years to come.

We can’t be part of the problem we need to be the solution. Please do the
right thing and STOP this project for good. Be a progressive company and
make others envy your initiatives.
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Rupert Steiner
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Attachment 1:

AGL_EES.pdf
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I have uploaded my submission

Submission to the Agl gas import plan EES
At the outset I like to emphasise that AGL had 2 + years to develop it’s EES for the proposed Gas
import facility at Crib Point. Whereas the community had a few weeks to trawl through the almost
12 000 pages of the EES produced by AGL and its agencies, to formulate an argument why this
travesty should not be allowed in a RAMSAR wetland area at all.
Here I would implore the Ministers responsible for passing or failing this proposal to take the
precautionary approach to the establishment of a floating gas factory on the doorstep of a small
coastal community. And deny any such industrialisation of our Westernport Bay.
A community that is vehemently opposed to this proposal for safety and environmental reasons
alone. AGL has not shown that it was able to earn the trust and social acceptance of any of its
proposed factory and pipeline on the peninsula.
I simply ask the ministers, to deny any such industrialisation of our Westernport Bay.

The first

misleading statement is already contained in the summary of the proponents statements,
THERE IS A FORECAST GAS SHORTAGE COMING IN THE NEXT YEARS.
There is in fact no gas shortage in Australia and there will be no gas shortage for the foreseeable
future.
The problem is a market distortion of the Australian gas market, which makes it possible for all our
domestic production of gas to be exported at very low prices to the disadvantage of the Australian
market.
The next falsehood is the assertion that the use of gas would lead to a low carbon future for
Australian society, gas is still a fossil fuel and so, although marginally cleaner when burned than
coal, the fugitive emissions of the production of gas in most cases make it as dirty as coal.
The proposasl to use either a closed ore open loop re- gassification method are both incompatible
with the pristine land and marine environment of western-ports RAMSAR wetland areas. The open
loop system would be of great danger to the microscopic plant and animal life around the FSRU
because of the addition of chlorine or other anti-fouling compounds in the intake of the FSRU that
is then expelled into the pristine environment of Westernport Bay. The adverse effect of this
clorination would then after affecting microscopic life affect all sea life up the food chain and so
also have an adverse effect on the mangroves and other salt-marsh dependent plant and animal life
With a closed loop system, the need for burning gas to re-gassify the liquid gas, would make this
already carbon polluting fuel even more so. It would also be a constant source of air pollution for
the residents of the surrounding townships with all the adverse health and wellbeing consequences.

The plankton sampling method in the EES is a little perplexing as most sample sites are in the main
channel of the lower north arm of Westernport Bay and so give a very poor indication of the actual
planktonic composition around the much more sheltered environment around crib point and
woollies beach, where the proposed FSRU is proposed to be at anchor.
It should be concerning that according to table 6-7 for plankton entrainment there would be an
increase of 10 % on top of natural loss of plankton from the natural environment. Westernport's
environment is already under enough pressure without this added deficit in food resources to marine
species.

I noticed with great concern a somewhat cavalier attitude to risks in most of the assessments of
possible and actually predicted adverse effects on the environments flora and fauna. Even when
adverse effects are predicted, no follow up or monitoring of these effects is ever envisaged.
The much mentioned community engagement was on the whole a very cursory affair as the many
questions asked of the “experts” at the community consultation sessions in many cases had no direct
answers to questions or did not know their subject matter intimately enough for the public to make
an informed decision on this proposal. Over the many sessions it was becoming a stationary display
for the most time with very little information given. As this project not only affects just the Westernport area, I would have thought it a courtesy to also engage the wider peninsula with their proposal.
The Assertions that AGL would and could guarantee the safe and secure operation of these facilities
to such an extent as to negate any of the self-assessed possible dangers and adverse effects on local
people, flora and fauna, is a very hollow promise in the light of AGL’s history of safety and
environmental digressions and the consequent fines it received.
And finally, AGL is one of the largest greenhouse gas emitters in Australia and should not be
encouraged to become an even greater emitter in the light of the threat of runaway global warming.
Rupert Steiner

Balnarring Beach 3926 Vic.
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Veronica Sive
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Attachment 1:
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Submission:

NO SENSE. NO PURPOSE. In 1850 they designed the first sewage treatment plant.
Imagine if we had continued to pour sewage into the streets! It is time to question
AGL's proposal considering all the pollution identified as associated with the
operation of this plant in Crib Point. One can only question the associated policy in
2020 where our community and home have become our safe place. Renewables
should lead the way ‐ not polluting, carbon‐emitting old technology that will be
outdated in 10 years. Australia and Victoria should be leaders in renewable energy
policy. The safety of our community and all Victorian residents should be considered
first and the government policy should champion renewable infrastructure. Why give
the green light to carbon‐emitting infrastructure? It is achieving the exact opposite of
what it claims it is designed to achieve. We need to change tack ‐ industrial
emissions cannot continue to rise. Victoria needs to drive down industry emissions.
Overriding the lack of economics, the emissions profile of this project are poor, it is
time everyone stopped manipulation of data, relative to emissions, and concentrated
development of sustainable renewables. It is time to challenge the demand profile
for problematic projects such as Crib Point as this project will not materially reduce
our carbon footprint. According to https://consult.industry.gov.au/climate‐
change/technology‐investment‐
roadmap/supporting_documents/technologyinvestmentroadmapdiscussionpaper.pd
f Australia has substantial gas reserves. So why create such an unsustainable
carbon‐emitting plan to bring gas to Victoria? It is a false claim that combining gas
with renewable is an affordable option. What we need is a technology‐driven
emissions reduction plan. Time to join the global shift toward lower emissions. And
explain if Australia is the world’s largest LNG exporter, then why permit the
importation of gas for Australia’s domestic gas market especially when the Federal
government praises the export opportunities over the long term! There is a huge
disconnect between reducing emission targets and project operations and any
increase in emissions is not an option.
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No as a concerned resident. Member of the Bilbarooroo Wetlands Committee.
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Submission against the AGL floating Gas proposal in Westernport Bay of Cri
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Around 925 EXTRA B double trucks carrying nitrogen and oil waste to travel through
Hastings and Crib Point residential streets as part of the proposed AGL Gas project.
To anyone thinking the AGL Crib point project gas is good for the Mornington
Pennisula. This just found by Jane Jobe of #savewesternport in the AGL EES
documentation. No wonder #aglenergy s Phaedra Deckart said on National TV when
asked why they were trying to pay off the community it was because they recognized
AGL where asking them to ‘take one for the team’. See Janes comments below:
Morning everyone. In case you haven’t seen it, because it is tucked away in EES ch. 6
(marine biodiversity), I wanted to share that the FSRU will produce up to 25 tonnes
of oily sludge per month that will have to be trucked away from the site. I'm not sure
how many trucks that would be or whether it is picked up in the ch. 15 (transport),
but it would add even more truck movements to the 900 B‐double return journeys
required to deliver nitrogen to Crib Point each year. I feel for everyone living and
travelling along those roads. “It is expected that up to 25 tonnes of sludge would be
generated per month from marine diesel oil and lube oil purifiers, as well as oil
residue from drain, drip trays, oil separators and sludge units from ongoing operation
of the FSRU. This sludge and waste oil would be collected by a licenced contractor
and disposed of at a licenced facility for treatment and reuse/disposal." Ch. 6 (marine
biodiversity), p. 110
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The EES identifies Western Port as a biodiverse and valuable environmental asset but there appears
to be no real attempt to protect the marine or shore eco systems, the habitat values or the viability
of the food chain in the documents.
Western Port is not an industrial harbor. It is an amazing, living eco system.
Western Port Bay was formed approximately 11,650 years ago – at the end of the last glacial period.
The bay was formally a major river drainage system.
•
•

The Bay and surrounding land still has seven seismically active fault lines.
The area was originally the home, land, cultural and spiritual place of the Bunurong people as well as their food source and source of all other things required for life - for probably
65,000 years. They tended the land and worked with the changes. They fished and farmed
and sung this country and if you work on it, I swear, you can still feel their presence today.

Huge changes have happened in the last sixty years. But please do not use the mistakes of the past
as a license to destroy it now.
•

To claim that the “seabed that has been previously dredged and is regularly
subject to sediment resuspension by propeller wash from existing shipping
activities at the Crib Point Jetty” does not justify destroying the area further.
Neither should it negate the environmental value of the site nor does it reduce
the risks demonstrated by the proposed development nor does it change the fact
that the site is an integral part of a RAMSAR wet land nor does it negate the fact
that many development proposals have already failed in and around the
Hastings Port area and that this is just the latest!!!!!

Today two large islands close off most of the southern side of the Bay - leaving a narrow and
hazardous entrance on the western end of the Bay. You will often see ships waiting out around
Mushroom Reef – waiting for the outgoing tide and the incoming swell to even out – they are
waiting to reduce the hazard of the entry.
On the east side of the Bay a narrow opening with mud flats, formally completely protected by
Mangroves, salt marsh and large areas of peat bog and, I would imagine, Swamp Paper Bark, reeds,
rushes and grasses, still does allow some intake and outflow of water to and from Bass Straight but
exchange is minor. And to claim that any plankton or ‘small marine organisms’ that were lost to
entrainment’ would be replaced with organisms coming in from Bass Strait seems highly fanciful.
•
•

•

With no significant current flow how will the Chlorine dissipate?
What is to stop Chlorine polluting the water of Westernport (from the
discharged water) - Chlorine is harmful to fish. As little as 0.25 milligrams per litre of
chlorine (that's less than the level typically present in tap water) is capable of killing
fish in a fairly short period of time.
Chlorine is unlikely to magically remain in the lovely ‘green’ bubble as in Figure
number five.

•

The fact that water movement in and out of the Bay is primarily through the western
heads and that the north eastern end of the Bay is sheltered and more ‘consistent’
was, presumably, what made Shapiro flag the fact that an oil spill or similar in the
Bay would be disastrous to the marine life in Western Port, as the spill would pool
around the mud flats.

•

This project is no less of a threat to the Bay than an oil spill as it proposes greatly
increased marine traffic movements and, with changes in water temperatures, and
with the discharge of Chlorine from the FSRU and with applications to remove
indigenous vegetation and with no apparent safeguards against disturbing Sulphate
Soils or suffocating Sea Grass with silt , threats appear to be serious and inevitable
if all the applied for ‘exemptions’ are granted. God help Western Port!

It is the north eastern mud flats, with their great Biodiversity, that makes Western Port such an
important feeding ground for migrating birds. The mud flats are a sheltered and relatively stable
environment that act as a hatchery and nursery for many marine life forms along with the Sea Grass
and Mangroves.
The Bay is home to Dolphins, visiting Whales, Mutton Birds and Penguins, Red Capped Plovers and
many other waterbirds. It is home to Wobbegongs, Elephant Sharks, Whiting, Snapper, Giant Squid,
Weedy Sea Dragons, soft coral, spongers, nudibranchs, Lamp Shells, Octopus – the list is endless.
Long ago the river bed ‘broke’ during the seismic event that raised the Flinders to Stoney Point area.
It left the south side of the river land raised as two islands and created a sunken area with a deep
‘channel’ that I believe is still dropping to this day. This is now the ‘sunk lands’ of Western Port.
•

•

•

Today, on the north side of the Bay many volunteers work endlessly to try to ‘save
the Bay’ - replanting Native Spinifex and other salt tolerant indigenous plants, to try
to ‘hold the edge’ against sea rise and climate change and they also work to restore
the EVC to the coastal slopes.
The Sea Grass Partnership has done and is doing amazing things at the head of the
Bay. They have replanted miles of Mangroves and Sea Grass. They have alerted
people to the crumbling and broken mud flats once held together by salt marsh.
The PP and WP Catchment Authority has done great work as well as supporting local
volunteers to ‘restore’ the damaged farm slopes down to the Bay.

Western Port does not need another ‘plug’ to be removed on the eroding edge of Western Port

Below: Salt March and grass lands leading on to the Swamp Paper Bark and Coastal Banksia EVC on
the edge of Cerberus – photo taken from Stoney Point having no way of actually entering Cerberus.

Above: excuse the finger, the Mangroves and salt tolerant vegetation that has been restored and
nurtured by the Crib Point Stoney Point C of M (Stoney Point)

Below: dune grasses along the edge of ephemeral ponds. (Stoney Point)

And below: the Mangroves growing back along the eroded and ‘worked’ edge of the carpark/boat
ramp.

Jacks Beach: saltmarsh, mangroves and swamp paper bark

And below: The ‘tanning pit’ - but Mangrove growing back and protecting the water’s edge.

The historic damage – shattered mud stone – but the mangroves are flourishing. (Jacks Beach.)

And then there is Woolleys Beach and the Crib Point Jetty – site of the project.

Woolleys Beach is much loved by many.
It has been cared for by a dedicated C of M for years and years and years.
It is home to really significant and biodiverse flora and fauna.
The northern beach has no Mangroves but there is plenty of seed at the highwater mark.
There is clear evidence of previous swamps and salt marsh in the shattered
and shattering mud stone.
Ancient grasses stand like memorial pillars on the edge of the eroding beach.
And an old Survey marker stands proud of the surrounding ground:
Go for a photographic walk if you do not know Woolleys Beach

Do not let Woolleys Beach be lost.
No ‘recreational infrastructure’ can replace it.

Surely Western Port is the wrong Bay.
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I oppose the AGL project on the following grounds:
•

we cannot afford new fossil fuel projects in Victoria,

•

AGL’s rationale for the project ignores what we can and need to do
to reduce our gas usage in Victoria,

•

the shift to renewable energy sources is making gas obsolete, and

•

AGL has a history of deceptive and misleading behaviour, making
them unfit to build and operate a facility like this.

We cannot afford new fossil fuel projects in Victoria
AGL’s proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we
need to do to create a safe climate.
Climate change is not a distant future threat but a dangerous reality right
now. In the last decade we have suffered what might be the worst drought in
Australia’s history, ravaging our farmers and pushing the Murray-Darling river
system to its limit.
This drought – exacerbated by climate change – also created the dry conditions
that fuelled the devastating bushfires last summer. Lives were lost, rural
communities destroyed, and pristine areas of bush were lost, and three billion
wild animals being killed or displaced.
All this has happened after an average global increase of just over 1 degree. If
we don’t curb our emission from fossil fuels, we are on track for several degrees
of warming by the end of the century. The consequences don’t bear thinking
about.
So we need to stop building polluting fossil fuel projects that are driving
the climate crisis and threatening our environment.

AGL’s rationale for the project ignores what we can and need to do to
reduce our gas usage in Victoria
With the plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage, fossil fuel
projects are not only a threat to our environment but are also bad business.
Instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded assets, corporations like AGL should
be investing more in renewables and supporting consumers to move away from
gas.
One of AGL’s key arguments for the need to develop a gas import terminal is the
lack of success in gas exploration in south-eastern Australia. This frames the

issue solely as a problem with the supply of gas to meet our demand as it
stands.
But AGL’s report grossly underestimates the potential for reducing our demand
for gas in Victoria (balancing gas demand and supply with demand-side
measures). According to a recent report written by energy consultants
Northmore Gordon (commissioned by Environment Victoria), Victoria could
reduce its gas consumption by between 98 and 113 petajoules by 2030 using
existing technology and targeted economic support.1
With the right government policies, Victoria could therefore meet its energy
needs without new gas, meaning that we do not need new gas fields, nor gas
import terminals like the proposal for Westernport Bay.
Further, support for energy efficiency improvements in homes and businesses,
together with switching appliances from using gas to electricity, would result in
lower energy costs for consumers and reduced emissions under most
scenarios.2 This would be the case even when much of our electricity is
generated by fossil fuels, but it would get even better as more of our electricity
is generated through renewables.3

The shift to renewable energy sources is making gas obsolete
The electricity generation sector will play a key role in the transition away from
fossil fuels. Renewables have become the cheapest alternative for new power
production, according to the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) and
CSIRO.4 This holds true even when accounting for the storage requirements to
ensure renewable energy from solar and wind can be stored for up to six hours
to guarantee the energy is available at the time it is needed.
The reduction in the cost of wind, solar and batteries has radically changed
electricity markets. In the United States there are plans in Arizona, Colorado,
Florida and New Mexico to replace coal fired power stations without adding any
new gas power stations.5 This shows that any claims about the role gas will play
in the energy transition are based on outdated assumptions.
The fact that renewables will displace gas is becoming increasingly accepted in
the energy markets. AEMO recently adjusted its Victorian gas-powered
generation annual consumption forecast for the 2014-2039 period, assuming
that gas consumption will be dramatically below what was previously thought.
This is because of a higher penetration of renewables than previously forecast .6
This is confirmed by AEMO’s recently published “2020 Integrated System Plan
(ISP)”, the country’s most sophisticated modelling analysis of the cheapest way
to develop our national electricity market.7 It assumes that, as coal power
stations retire, they will be replaced with renewables, on the basis that wind
and solar technology are the cheapest and obvious means of replacement.

AGL has a history of deceptive and misleading behaviour, making it
unfit to build and operate a facility like this
AGL has incurred more than $7 million worth of fines since 2003, in some cases
for deceptive and misleading behaviour. For example, in September 2018, AGL
was fined a record of almost $3 million by the Victorian Essential Services
Commission for “failing to offset its emission levels” by not handing over
64,000 Energy Efficiency Certificates.8
Adding to a long string of similar offences, AGL was this month fined for billing
errors which “left thousands of concession customers distressed and confused
after receiving high bills they weren’t expecting”.9
On the basis of AGL’s poor track record, and the incredibly high risks involved
with this proposal, we question if AGL is fit to build and operate a gas import
terminal in Westernport Bay

Conclusion
On the basis of the above arguments, I implore you to reject the AGL submission
mu rejected: for the sake of the planet, for the sake of your grandchildren.

1

https://environmentvictoria.org.au/2020/06/03/victorian-gas-market-demand-sidemeasures-to-avoid-forecast-supply-shortfall/
2

https://renew.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2018/08/Household_fuel_choice_in_the_NEM_Revised_June_2018.pdf
3

https://rmi.org/fossil-gas-has-no-future-in-low-carbon-buildings/

4 CSIRO and AEMO (2018) GenCost 2018, Updated projections of electricity generation
technology costs, https://www.csiro.au/en/News/News-releases/2018/Annual-updatefinds-renewables-are-cheapest-newbuild-power
5 https://ieefa.org/ieefa-u-s-utilities-are-now-skipping-the-gas-bridge-in-transitionfrom-coal-to-renewables/
6 https://aemo.com.au//media/files/gas/national_planning_and_forecasting/gsoo/2020/2020-gas-statementof-opportunities.pdf?la=en
7 https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/major-publications/isp/2020/final-2020integrated-system-plan.pdf?la=en&hash=6BCC72F9535B8E5715216F8ECDB4451C
8 https://www.smh.com.au/business/companies/agl-fined-3-million-for-missingemissions-targets-20180924-p505m5.html
9 https://www.esc.vic.gov.au/media-centre/pensioners-fall-victim-alleged-agl-billingerror
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AGL’s proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to
do to create a safe climate and a brighter, cleaner future. The climate crisis is now,
and we must be brave in our decisions to ensure they support an Australia (and a
planet) our children and their children can enjoy. In the last 10 years, Australia has
had its worst drought in history. Our farmers have suffered and the Murray‐Darling
river has been pushed to its limits. This drought has been exacerbated by climate
change. It created the dry conditions that fuelled the horrific bushfires that took
place only months ago. People lost their lives; communities were destroyed, and
our natural environment was devastated: pristine areas of bush were lost along with
three billion wild animals killed or displaced. This is the result of an average global
increase in temperature of only 1.1 degree Celsius. If we do not stop our reliance on
fossil fuels, we are on track for several degrees more warming by the end of this
century. We need to learn from what is happening here and across the world: we
need to stop building polluting fossil fuel projects that are driving the climate crisis.
Renewables are more affordable than ever. Fossil fuel projects are not only a threat
to our environment but also bad business. Instead of investing in soon‐to‐be
stranded assets, corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables and
supporting consumers to move away from gas.

